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introduction
news and world report
A recent report in US
oct 1984 state that thirtypercent
thirty percent of all children
will be living in single parent homes by the year 1990
the majority of which are headed by the female parent
this increase in the number of single parent homes is
of great concern particularly to the church of jesus
christ of latterday
latter day saints LDS a religion which
espouses eternal union for righteous families
this
concern is caused by the slow but steady increase in
the number of single parent families within the LDS
church although members of the LDS church have a
averager nevemarkedly lower rate than the national average
rtheless
th eless the numbers are increasing ensign
Ensignt july
1984

the causes which bring one to the status
of single parent are unfortunate death of the spouse
divorce or unwed childbirth each of these causes
has the

potential to create emotional distress
pais and white

and even

parent
the death of a spouse though emotionally painful to
the surviving spouse is usually the most socially

mourning

1979

1

for

an

LDS

2

acceptable way to become a single parent if the LDS
single parent has been divorced he or she may suffer
additional emotional distress from feelings of guilt as
well as a unfounded fear of being denied eternal
companionship and family relations
in addition to the emotional trauma accom-

the single parent who is typically
the mother is left with the responsibility of
providing both the emotional and practical support for
the children she must manage the home and perform a

panying
panyi ng divorce
I1

variety of maintenance tasks many of which were
previously the responsibility of the husband father
often she must do this in addition to her full or
part
time job which becomes necessary to provide for
parttime
the needed and often inadequate financial support for
her family clayton 1971 brandwein brown fox
&

1974

justification of the study
the problems of the single parent are of vital
concern and should be addressed
they do seem to face
more intense challenges and more frequently than dual
parent families but attempts to help single parents
by exaggerating or encouraging their differences or
purpose
problems may not be helpful
of this
the
is
it
thesis to focus on a means for strenghtening these
families rather than just enumerating their problems

3

while single parenting is not easy
family structure may not be ideal

although this
is not a suffi

and

it

clent condition to produce problem children even
nyes 1957 landmark work on broken families and
delinquency found that the majority of children from
single parent families were in fact not delinquent
so help offered single parents need not start with the
presupposition that their hopes for success as families
are unrealistic
the book written as part of this thesis was
designed to offer single parents hope beavers
kaslow 1981 and to invite professionals and the lay
public who wish to help single parents to use a
positive approach to single parenting
&

A

review of

literature revealed

a

lack of

information addressing the emotional and practical
although some
needs of the LDS single parent family
books have been written describing traits of healthy
two
twoparent
parent families curran 1983 lewis Bea
beavers
verst
gossett & philips 1976r
1976
the literature addressing the
healthy functioning of the single parent family is

limited barry

1979

although many of the traits of successful
families would apply to both the dual and single
parents the single parent especially the single
mother

has some obvious challenges which

set her apart

4

parent family for instance
twoparent
traditional two
alone carries the family responsibilities which are

from the

she

shared in two parent families moreover she usually
does not command the salary levels comparable to

that of single fathers with custody brandwein

brown

&

fox 1974
problem statement

the lack of information on the subject of
strengthening single parent families including those
with an LDS foundation means generally that each LDS
single mother is left to discover her own best way to
approach single parenting
therefore the intent of
this thesis was to collect and organize information
which reflected the LDS point of view and could assist
the LDS single parent in particular the LDS divorced
mother in more readily coping with single parenting

justification

life

educators is to reach
those families most in need in order to reach the
LDS single family
this thesis has been focused on
providing information on quality family living based on
the concepts teachings and principles already estabone goal of family

lished as part of the

religion this is compatible
with academic goals because the professional literature
LDS

has produced data which support various aspects of

family philosophy

LDS

most of the concepts discussed are

5

supported in the academic

literature

meanings and applications have been
LDS

framework to

better

their
translated into
and

meet the needs of the

an

LDS

single parent
research also suggests that the very philosophy
or attitudes held by single mothers is an important
ore it was
facet
therefore
theref
facet of her capacity to succeed cheref
determined that the LDS single mother would benefit
from a compilation of concepts teaching
teachingssr and principles consistent with her religious values it is the
purpose of this thesis to meet that need
by
shown
strengthening the
has
been
that
it
family the members of the family become more capable of
coping with the challenges of life stinnett
Stinnettr et al
1979
to assist in this strengthening process a book
A
guide
LDS
family
strengthening
for
the
entitled
single parent mothers has been written which comprises
chapter four of this thesis it is the product of the

authors research

chapter
review of

2

literature

recent report on the future of the american
family stated that 30 percent of all children will
be in single parent homes by the year 1990
the report
noted that half of all children in the US will have
spent some time in a single parent family before they
are grown US news and world report oct 15 1984
A

p

26

the frequency of single parent families
steadily increases society is taking a closer look
at the challenges faced by the one parent family weiss
As

the strengths and weaknesses of such families
have been identified by researchers
dysfunctional
the single parent home Dys
functional
single parent homes are often referred to
as broken
disorganized or disintegrated cavan
1964
of house have
children raised by female heads
headsofhouse
been regarded as being from families which are deviant
navarre 1964
and pathological glasser
historically these families have been labeled as inevitably
dysfunctional mendes 1979
children raised in
single parent homes are more likely to have social and
1979

&

6

7

psychological maladjustment burchinal 1964 herzog
1972
sudia 1972y
A f
family
amily can be stigmatized by being labeled
dys
dysfunctional
functional such labels invite negative reactions
from the public which can affect the entire family
brandwein

brown

&

fox

et al

&

1974

pointed out that
single parents themselves often believe that society
sees them as abnormal recent studies affirm that
low self esteem social stigma and perceived societal
one parent
rejection are frequent difficulties in oneparent
brandwein

1974

fieldberg fox kohen 1976
often
single parents especially single parent mot
mothers
henst
herst
accept these labels and assume that they are inadequate
as parents
concerns of the LDS single parent
woman
day
the anxiety
saint
for the latterday
latter
accompanying divorce is further compounded by the
fear of alienation from LDS church members release from
church callings and guilt for the dissolution of the
complete family unit with its implied eternal negative
consequences Morr
morris
in addition to the labeling
isr 1980
and stigma attached to
the dissolution of the intact
tothe
family the single parent mother usually experiences a
reaction similar to that of the mourning process denial
depression anger reorientation and acceptance pais

homes

brown

&

&

8

traumas the
apart from this emotional trauma
white 1979
single parent mother is left also with the responsprac
practical
practica
tica 1 guidance
ibilities
ties of providing emotional and practice
bili
or the children while having to cope with home care
ffor
and maintenance functions many of which were previously

the responsibility of the husband father As a single
parent she may also be required to seek full or parttime
part time
employment in order to provide the necessary finances

to support her family clayton 1971
in many ways
the LDS single parent faces the same challenges as
do single parents in the general population
more sinqle
single
sincle parents
the proportion of women facing the tasks of life
as a single parent is increasing and many are not content
with the economic servitude experienced by the single
parents of previous decades As the demand of single
parent women for economic opportunities child care
facilities low cost housing and social acceptance
accelerates public awareness increases As a result
of this public awareness the single parent family is
gaining recognition and acceptance sussman 1971
schlesinger 1980 has suggested that it
barry 1979
is time to pay even closer attention to the single
one sign of this attention is the
parent family
amily
f
appearance of books and articles directed to this

specific audience

9

publications available to the single
parent focus on problem areas such as celibacy or
sex
working versus welfare child care alternatives
loneliness dating etc usually the intent of these
publications is to provide insight into the problems
parenta
parent reassure them that their problems
of the single parentr
are shared by others and suggest based on the experiences of others how they might cope with their problems
most

hope

&

young

1976

though the goals of the books are

appropriate the underlying assumption nevertheless is
that single parents are isolated from the mainstream of
society and are therefore deviant in nature it is
this very assumption that precipitates many of the
negative attitudes that the single parent mother has
about herself

Brand
brown
brandwein
weint browny

1974

fox

strengths of single parent families
tolstoy once wrote all happy families resemble
one another

fashion

each unhappy family

curna
curran
Curranr 1983 p

3

is

unhappy in

if all

happy

its

own

families

then by identifying those traits
which contribute to their success others may be able to
model those traits and thereby experience greater
resemble one another

success within their own family Stinnet
stinnetttr 1979
with this in mind the author set out to discover what
if any research had been done on those characteristics

10

or

traits associated

with successful single parent

families
although some books have been written describing the traits ascribed to healthy two parent families
curran 1983 lewis Bea
beavens
beavers
verst gossett and phillips
very little
1976 stinnett chesser defrain 1979

that describes those traits ascribed to
healthy single parent families to date only one
major study has been done that deals with successful
single parent families barry 1979
barrys 1979 study was designed to learn more
about variables associated with successful single
parent families she selected 25 single parents who
reported their families as being successful she
can be found

sought information concerning the following six cate-

relations with absent parent 2
relations with children 3 use of social networks

gories

1

management
managementpersonal
personal outlook i

5

4

ages of family members

leve lincome
educational levelincome
this review will be organized around barrys
study it is comprehensive and describes the major
issues associated with the strengths of single parent
families
relations with absent parent
according to barry 1979 the amount of involvement successful single parent families had with the
and

6

11

absent parent varied from a frequent meaningful involvement to virtually no contact
her study revealed that
40 of the respondents who rated themselves as successful
had excessive to frequent contact with and cooperation
of the absent parent
this contact is assumed to be
more supportive of the single parent family than destruc1979
ve
work
of
weiss
with
the
consistent
tive
this
is
ti
he reports the involvement of the absent parent as
beneficial he found that children are better able to
adjust to living within a single parent family when
they witness cooperation between their parents who are
also adjusting to new life styles
spouses who do not have custody of
exspouses
sometimes ex
their children are seen as being footloose and fancy
ree ride
such labels assume
ree or as having a ffree
ffree
these parents have no real commitments to their children
yet research suggests thatt
that more often than not these

parents

do

oconnell

grieve the separation from their children
&

oconnell

barrys

1980

study was general in the discussion of

the absent parent she referred primarily to the
presence or absence of co
coparenting
parenting and cooperation
nothing was reported in regards to visitation rights
the literature seems to be vague when discussing the
ab
sent parents visitations privileges the literature
absent
also refrains from being specific in setting forth

12

guidelines for visitation in addition there
noticeable void of information relating to the

was a

ex
exspouses
spouses extended family

studies indicate that unless the father
has played an active role in care taking activities
childrens
of the childrent
children
chii drent his absence will have little consechil
quence to the family in terms of establishing
appropriate role models kohlberg 1966 aldous 1972
further it may not be so much the absence of the
father but the increased role strain on the mother
and the physical andor emotional absence of the mother
which creates difficulties for the single parent family
Howe
however
verr
verf

brandwein

brown

&

fox 1974

in the past the literature has suggested
that there is psychological damage to children whose
father is absent yet several studies have shown

that the

damage

if present is

been assumed popularly
nye

less than has
burchinal 1964 landis
much

despert 1953 and others have
parent family is certainly
oneparent
found that a happy one
no worse off and in fact may be better off than an
parent family
unhappy two
twoparent
not surprisingly the lack of contact with
uncooperative spouses also contributed to the success
A high number of single
of single parent families
parent families 60 who had experienced little to
1960

1957

13

the absent parent also reported
themselves as successful barry 1979
this would
seem to indicate that although cooperation and involvement of the absent parent can be beneficial to the
success of a single parent family it is comparably
ho contact with an uncoopebeneficial to have little or no
rative absent parent
the success of the single parent family may be
threatened if relations between the parents continue to
be turbulent after divorce brandwein brown
fox
foxr
foar
1974
satir 1972 reports that when there has not
been a healthy separation with the necessary adjustments the parents often attempt to punish each other
she notes that punishment may take the form of withholding
support
portr or a variety of other
visitation rights child sup
similar attempts to get even with the ex spouse for
example the absent parent may try to form an alliance
with the children and use that alliance against the
other parent sometimes the children will be caught in
pop war
lollypop
what is often referred to as the lollipop
lolly
this
occurs when one parent attempts to win the childrens
loyalty through gifts andor entertainment knowing that
the other parent will not or cannot compete in the same
way satir 1972 getty and humphreys
Humph reyst 1981
As long as unresolved feelings and competition
exist between the two parents there will be tension
no involvement with

&

14

the part of the parents as well as
the children to successfully adjust to their imposed
life styles when the children are involved in such
tensions the successful functioning of the family
suffers pais and while 1979 brandwein brown and
fox 1974
therefore to be free of negative input
from the absent parent can actually contribute to
the successful functioning of the single parent family
and

failure

on

this research is consistent with barrys 1979
findings that positive interaction with the absent
parent is the most beneficial for the family peterson
but if the relationship with
the absent parent is negative then the family functions more successfully when there is no contact
&

cleminshaw

1980

n
relations with children
childr

barry

1979

found

that successful single

parents viewed themselves as successful primarily
because they perceived an unusually positive relationship between themselves and their children the four
characteristics most often associated with successful
a a good rapport
parent
parentchildren
children relationships are
with their children b open communication within the
family c a sense of sharing and working together
and d the ability to accept and support one another
barry 1979 p 67
in a loving manner banry

15

this subject
gives strong support to barrys findings lewis et
currant 1983
al 1976 stinnett 1979 curran
this research
indicates that individual reports of successful interaction seem to be good predictors of successful parent
child relationships and of the accompanying signs of
A

further review of research

on

healthy functioning families for example when there
is positive rapport there is good communication good
communication is often a result of sharing and working
together sharing and working together are often a
result of acceptance and support from one another
acceptance and support are often a result of positive
rapport thus we have a cycle that has no predetermined
beginning or end
in order to better understand these
signs of successful interaction how they contribute to
parentchild
child relationships and to positive
successful parent
functioning in families each set of traits will be
discussed
rapport may also be characterized as warmth
respect
trusts
trust and respe
ctr all characteristics common to
banonia
successfully functioning families nelson Ba
banania
nonia
1981
stinnett 1979 noted that the quality of
appreciation was an important characteristic of successful
families members of such families report feeling
cared for and enjoy being together
&

16

in

et al

1979

a

long term study of optimal families lewis
the term closeness was used it referred

to family members with clear ego boundaries who demon
straked their closeness harmony or affinity by choice
strated
so rapport is associated with strong or successfully
functioning families
open communication within the family
stinnett
1979 noted that making the time available for talking
is an important prerequisite for communication several
authors have counseled that communication should be
direct clear specific and congruent in order to
create an environment where all members of the family
system may flourish satir 1972 mishler and waxler
waxier
1968

in addition to providing time for communication
members also need to be good listeners
oconnell 1980
noted that listening with focused attention communicates
respect and increases self esteem in the one who is

contrast
in contr
astr lewis et al
stinnetttr 1979
Stinnet
noted that poor communication in dysfunctional

speaking
1979

families was masked by family members who jump to
conclusions resort to mind reading and frequently
respond with sarcasm

it

should be noted that even when
good communication skills are employed conflict and
however

disagreements occur

even in strong families

the

17

difference between strong families and dysfunctional
ones lies in the way conflict is handled
strong
families discuss conflictopenly
conflict openly stinnett 1979
blum et al 1972
1972r without fear of reprisals or
lewis et al 1979
alienation from family members lewiss
each member is encouraged
nelson and banonis 1981
to be responsible for his or her own feelings thoughts
and actions lewisy
waxier
lewis et al 1979 mishler and waxler
As a result
1968
resuit blaming and accusing most commonly
found in dysfunctional
&

oconnell

families are minimized oconnell

1980

in strong families conflict becomes an
opportunity to solve problems family members are
encouraged to give input explore alternatives
alternativest and
contribute to a solution that is best for all those
when consensus cannot be
concerned stinnett
Stinnettr 1979
reached strong families recognize and respect the
authority of the parent to make the final decision
lewis et al
barry 1979

1979

Ba
banonia
banania
nelson and banoniay
nonia

1981

and

generally though conflict is avoided in
strong families because of the establishment of rules
agreed upon by all family members satir 1972 stated
that such rules should be explicit up to date and
subject to change when outdated or when circumstances
warrant families that possess healthy communication

18

skills

ability to adapt to

input and
when appropriate the freedom to disagree and not
be disabled by differences
this adaptability can
be growth producing for individual family members
and is particularly necessary for the healthy functioning of the amily
ffamily as a whole
A sense of sharing and working together
have the

new

spending time together and sharing ones feelings
is important in building family unity stinnett 1979

nelson

&

nonia

Ba
banonia
banania

1981

As

family members share their

feelings with one another their sensitivity to the
needs of others increases when these needs are met
both the giver and receiver benefit and their relationship
is strengthened often when one family member sacrifices
nes
res for the good of the family or
his or her own desi
desires
for another family member the whole family is strength
ened

nelson

&

Ba
Bano
banoniar
nonia
banonia
banania
niar 1971

stinnett

1979

and playing

noted that time spent eating

together also strengthened the
very
family Howe
howeverr
however
verr stinnett 1979 pointed out that
this time together doesnt just happen it needs
to be planned this is because families often become
too fragmented by outside demands the strong family
will periodically evaluate its priorities and eliminate
those activities that interfere with the family
the strong family invests its energies in establishing

working

19

traditions reflective of the familys
values and often will include extended family members
1981
in their traditions nelson Ba
banonia
banania
nonia
sharing also occurs when family
family members work
together in a study conducted to determine capabiand maintaining

&

lities of children as an untapped resource for strong
families cogle and tasker 1981 noted that when
children perform household tasks they are within close
proximity of the parent working together then becomes
reinforcing and serves as an opportunity for spontaneous communication

stinnett

1979

the benefits of working together not only
reduce the workload of the parent but diminish the
parents resentment when feeling overloaded it also
strengthens the family because it creates a sense
of unity and purpose especially when the children
feel genuinely appreciated for the work they do stinnett
1979
providing children with work experiences also
benefits them it teaches them responsibility clarifies
their values in life equips them with useful skills
and increases their feelings of self worth cogle and
tasker 1981
the ability to accept
accede
accedt and support one another
in a loving manner
to be loved in this context is
caring
of a
to experience the nurturing touching caning
caringof
significant other in a study by goldfarb 1945 the

20

development of infants in a foundling home were studied

the number of infants was high compared to the few
ers employed by the foundling home therefore
caregiv
caregivers
these infants received little attention and handling
As a result the infant showed an increased loss of
appetite little interest in their environment develop
they were
mental retardation and sleeping problems
generally passive and apathetic to their environment
the symptoms experienced by these infants were attributed
lover
to the lack of sufficient loves
love as characterized by the
iove
nurturing touching and caring of a significant other
in recent years much attention has been focused
on touching or stroking as a means of conveying
a caring attitude
the acknowledgement of the indivi
dual whether by physical touch listening attentively
showing understanding and empathy or by giving support
in difficult times is strengthening to a relationship
nelson banonis 1981 rogers 1961 satir 1972
acceptance of individuals through genuine
caring and concern creates a climate in which the
rogerssr 1961
roger
in
individual can then be himself rogen
the family the feeling of belonging and unconditional
acceptance frees family members to develop individual
autonomy lewis et al 1979
As family members
develop individual autonomy they also develop a stronger
commitment to their family
when they are given a
&

21

choice between fulfilling a selfinterest
self interest and doing
or the family
what iiss best ffor
family they choose the 1latter
atte r
iatter
nelson banonis 1981
use of social network
&

there is an increasing interest among researchers to understand why the same stressor event produces
dysfunction in some families or individuals and not
what
in others adams 1975 burr 1976 hill 1949
these investigators seem to suggest is that strong
relationships within the family system burr 1973
hansen
hill 1964 hill 1949 and supportive interaction and shared information between family members and
others in the community are protected against the
&

consequences
adverse consequences of 1life
in
ilfe
if a stress cobb 1976
study conducted to assess the role of support systems

in strengthening families attneave observed that no
family is really even in its strongest definition as
unit alone able to survive without the context of
other people with whom there are exchanges and from
whom resources are drawn and to whom it gives things
1982

p

309

the single parent family is no exception in
fact relying on a social network for support is vital
to the success of the single parent family barry
1979

goode

1956

sussman

1971

and winch

1971

agree that the family network serves to protect and

a

a

22

support family members barry 1979 noted that the
source most frequently utilized for support are members
of the single parents extended family bernard 1964
found in a study of single parents living in england
that none of his respondents were without some assistance
from kin however minimal
there are others who also
serve as alternative surrogates for the absent parent
such as siblings friends peers or teachers peterson
&

cleminshaw

1979

the social network serves several functions
support
provides
in the form of financial assisit
tance child care relief and practical help barry
1979 peterson
although this type
cleminshaw 1982
&

of help

vitalf
is vitala
vital of equal if not greater importance
vitai

is having people

who

can give advice

encouragement

a

without this emotional support
single parent can feel isolation depression and
sense of hopelessness while struggling to maintain

a

family alone bernard

and understanding
a

1964

reported evidence showing that
social participation among divorcees reduces their
level of stress social organizations also serve
they offer
as a support system for the single parent
opportunities for receiving servi
senvi cest information
services
and therapeutic support by reducing social isolation
and providing single parents with a reference group
raschke

1977
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leavitt davis
&

manning

maloney

1976

&

however

maloney
many

1983

blechman

of these organiza-

tions such as parents without partners or programs
offered by family life counselors and religious groups
are not available to all single parents many of these
social organizations can only be found in the larger
tony 1971 weiss 1973
Clay
clayton
employment is considered another type of support
a
as
system for the single parent
serves
significant
it
vehicle for making social contact and an important
source for building self esteem barry 1979
social networks play a vital role in contri
buting to the successful functioning of families and
in particular the successful functioning of the single
parent family
Management
managementpersonal
Personal outlook

urban communities

properly managing a family is a
challenge especially for the single parent fatigue
lack of time scarce child care resources household
tasks and financial pressures are common sources of
management

difficulty barry

1979

brandwein

brown

&

fox

1974

those single parents who consider themselves
volve their children in the management of
involve
successful in
their home cogle and tasker 1981
satir 1972 suggested that tasks assigned to

however

children be

made on

the basis of ability as well as
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interest although most tasks require a certain level
of ability selecting tasks that the child is interested
fun for them and therefore insure a
greater likelihood that they will stay with the task

in

may be more

until

it

is completed

tasks is often

a fun

slaugh

however

1982

making a game of household

of

way

of getting the job done

argued that the

ness
fun
bunness
funness

of the

necessary requirement of good
parenting she contends that children should be taught
that the reason for doing the work should be to contribute to the well being of the family slaugh 1982
pPs 12
if love and appreciation are shown to the
children they will continue to want to help because
they will feel rewarded for their contribution to the
family stinnett 1983
additional reinforcement is
received as jobs are accomplished family members
observe the overall effectiveness resulting from family
cooperation and gain a sense of pride and satisfaction
job should not be

a

in belonging to the family unit this sets in motion a
process that weiss describes as a kind of benign
cycle
in which successful management of respons0

1

ibilities
ties leads to
bili
turn

make

1979

in

many

p

self confidence which in
easier further management of responsibility
enhanced
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sharing household tasks is also beneficial
other ways cogle and tasker 1981 noted
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that housework is often a childs first employment
attitudessf values and responsibility are acquired
Attitude
in the home woods 1972 in a study of unsupervised
children of working mothers noted that children who
were required to assume household and child care responsibilities
sibili ties within the family showed a high degree of
intellectual maturity cognitive ability and social
adjustment when teaching children how to perform
tasks a parent soon learns it takes more time and
patience than originally planned though the parent
strives to achieve high performance from the children
there must be a willingness to accept a standard of
performance beneath the parents own performance level
the parent may be more willing to teach the children
when it is realized that sharing housework is an
opportunity to assist them in developing skills useful
outside the home cogle and tasker 1981
the additional benefit of strengthening the
parent
parentchildren
children relationship can occur from spontaneous
communication and personal interaction stinnett
Stinnettr
may
process
working
1983
be
well
of
the
that
it
together is a greater benefit than the accomplishment
of a specific task particularly if the parent is
employed and time together is limited slaugh 1982
the decision to work outside the home can
be a very difficult decision to make
there are many
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factors to take into consideration will working
solve enough of my financial strain to be worth my
while how will my working affect my family will
there be child care available if there is an expense
for child care will it outweigh the financial returns
from work
will the social contact gained from working
offset costs to the family and to the individual
part time employment better
would a compromise of parttime
given the age of the children
meet my present needs
would it be better to stay home and seek help from
brandwein brown
fox 1974
the government
ew of the questions a single
these are just a ffew
ace when deciding whether or not to go
parent may fface
to work to minimize some of the stress involved in
making a decision the single parent can involve the
and thus arrive at a decision that the family
family
amily
family
f
will support research indicates that the motive for
&

seeking work directly influences the degree of

satis-

faction derived from that work brandwein brown fox
1974
thus if working is by choice a higher degree
of satisfaction exists than for those forced to work
out of necessity
&

similar attitudes were shared by the children
of working mothers
satis fac
necel ves satisfac
recel
if the mother receives
tion from working her interaction is more positive with
I1
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the children
woods

if

not

the family as

a whole

suffers
suffers

1972

single parents faced
faced with the dilemma of working
and needing adequate child care or not working and
being dependent upon welfare are seeking new alternatives some have turned to living in apartment homes
while others choose to share households bernard
communes are another alternative kantor
1964
1972
other types of informal organizations include
play groups and baby
babysitting
sitting cooperatives brandwein
How
evero the most frequent source
brown
hov
however
fox 1974
of child care continues to be relatives and schools
yet a single parents difficulties do not end
there even if the child care problem is resolved
there remains the financial burden of providing for
the family if the single parent relies on the government
parent
single
usually
the
is
is
insufficient
if
it
female and works she rarely commands a salary sufficient
to meet her needs brandwein brown fox 1974
nevertheless despite the level of income those who
consider themselves successful single parents learn to
being a strong
live within their means barry 1979
family means adopting a healthy realistic attitude
toward their financial situation
brigman 1982 gathered information to identify
family strengths during economic crisis he found that
&

&
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families that fare best will probably have or be able
to develop the following characteristics or skills
1
commitment to the family as the central

life
philosophy

theme of

2

and

e that values persons
if
life
ilfe
relationships more than material things

A

of

1

the ability to perform family roles
feasibly and adapt to change
4
the ability to find satisfaction of
interests and needs within the family relationship
5
maturity and responsibility in group
problem solving
6
ability to mobilize personal and community
resources for the good of the whole family
7
unity in family objectives and the ability
to place family needs and objectives above
individual goals
good family
8
management
family and ffinancial
in
ancial
skills
inancial
9
ability to use crisis as a means of
growth with and through other persons p 468
single parents also utilize outside resources
by doing so they experience greater success in didenti
identi
dying
fying alternatives and solutions to the everyday
challenges of single parenting
apparent
seems
that in order to succeed
it
the single parent must have a pervading attitude of
determination to succeed there must be a willingness
to explore alternatives and give oneself credit for
ones accomplishments the single parent may even
devise mental strategies that provide a means to cope
with the everyday challenges of single parenting barry
1979
these are all a part of the final topic to be
discussed
3
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personal outlook in barrys 1979 study
successful single parents demonstrated a healthy attitude
toward their circumstances
they were equipped with a
philosophy of life and healthy attitudes which contributed
to their success for instance they took responsibility
for their actions they took problems in stride faced
them realistically did the best they could and refused
to feel guilty or resentful for what could not be
changed
they experienced personal growth and observed
growth
rowth among family members as they displayed determi9 crowth
nation and commitment to make the best of their circum
stances in short when they experienced a crisis they
dealt with it in a positive productive manner
stinnett 1973 in a study of 130 strong
families notes that one major characteristic of strong

families is the ability to deal with crisis in a positive
manner
he uses waller and hills definition of crisis
as any change or disruption in the family which places
an unpleasant emotional financial or physical burden
on members of the family
waller hill 1956 p67
up study involving 66 strong families
followup
in a follow
who had experienced a crisis stinnett et al 1966
collected additional information about how these families
coped with their problems
the major contributor to
their survival was the support concern and types of
help given by family friends and relatives too
&
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provided similar kinds of support acts of kindness
involved performing necessary maintenance tasks offering

financial assistance

and other

similar practical help

frequent were expressions of love concern encouragement comfort and understanding through cards
phone calls and visits
families in crisis noted that
a
so
made
much
or
what
people
wasnt
did
said
that
it
difference but the fact that they cared
support
portr strong families
in addition to external sup
in crisis mentioned the comfort they received from
their religious beliefs they spoke of prayer as
the primary factor they had faith that by working
together with faith in god all things can work for
want
the best it may not always be the answer we wanty
but the right one stinnett et al 1981 p 162
the importance of religious commitment is
also supported by otto 1975 in a research study
which indicates that strong families have a high degree
more

mucubbin
mccubbin
of religious orientation Mu
Cubbin continued this
theme in his work on family stress when he stated

that religion andor religious beliefs play an important
role in the familys ability to manage stress particularly in the more severe situations 1979 p 238
stinnett 1983 noted that strong families
had a high degree of religious orientation well
11
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established before the crisis situation occurred
reports the following
many of these families had an awareness

he

of god or a higher power that gave them
a sense of purpose and gave their family
a sense of support and strength
the awareness
of this higher power in their lives helped
them to be more patient with each other more
forgiving quicker to get over anger more

positive and more supportive in their relationships
tion ships many of the values emphasized by
religion when put into action can certainly
enhance the quality of human relationships
P
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though

barrys

did not reveal
religious philosophy of life used
study

1979

in and of itself a
by successful single parents nevertheless it did
show that successful single parents possess a philosophical approach to their circumstances which can be
supported by theorists in the academic world many of
the concepts developed by such theorists have counterparts within the field of religion
the empirical and the religious in
family lifee education
one of the implications of the empirical literature is that a philosophy of life and religious beliefs
are important factors in successful families there are
also theoretical concepts in the academic world which
are related to religious values
but despite how good empirical or philosophical
ideas for successful living might be there is often
a large gap between knowing something and doing it
it

lif
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that only when knowledge becomes a part of a
persons value system is it translated into meaningful

may be

behaviors

variety of theories have attempted to describe
what is needed to motivate change
the following is a
brief review of some of these theories both professional
family life educators and religious leaders seek the
secrets of such motivation the educator may draw upon
theory the religionist upon religious philosophy and
doctrine the two sources of knowledge may be compatible
in offering a foundation of help for single parents
es
motivational theor
theon
theories
people
peopleoriented
oriented professionals have attempted
for decades to teach a variety of philosophies to
A

assist the public in meeting many of
maslow 1954 identified a hierarchy

lifes

challenges

of needs which he

believed had to be met in order for an individual
to be successful with lifes challenges and arrive at
self actualization maslow stated that before the
individual can move to a higher level of actualization
needs must be met at the lower levels
he asserts that
when the individual experiences unconditional positive
regard he lowers his defenses and resi
stence and is
resistence
resistance
then free to become self actualized
that is
isr
ist he truly
becomes confident
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the idea of selfactualization
self
actualization

similarly
espoused by carl jung 1964 who referred to the individuated man and by carl rogers who called his subjects
fully functioning persons in each case individuals
are interpreted as having the capacity to be realwithout
real without
facades masks and contrived personalities they are
authentic jourard 1971
in an effort to help the individual rogers
1954 attempted to unveil ones core values and beliefs
through acceptance and encouragement the individual
begins to unmask his contrivances and thus dares to be
himself he no longer exerts useless time and energy
trying to be something he is not only then does he
begin to realize his full potential to be an agent
unto himself
he has a better grasp of how to face

lifes

was

challenges because he views lifes circumstances
more honestly more realistically
responsibility
he takes responsiblity
for himself
glasser suggested that fulfillment comes from
accepting responsibility in such a way as to be worthwhile
to oneself and others he noted happiness occurs
most often when we are willing to take responsibility
for our behavior 1965 p 29
more recently selflimiting
self limiting attitudes have
been examined in such a way as to give hope to those
warner
War nerr
who are feeling trapped by their circumstances wan
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in this view blaming our situation for our
unhappiness is an attempt to absolve ourselves from the
responsibility to act upon our circumstances it is to
actively refuse to see life as an experience where we
1982

can take action

feeling helpless

may

at times be

an

attempt to justify ourselves in our own irresponsibility this philosophy advocates the importance of
discovering that it is possible to give up feelings
such as unhappiness some forms of depression ho-

stility etc

warner and olson

1981

have shown

how

giving up such feelings is a logical possibility but
such an idea runs counter to some personal and proional philosophies
fess
fessional

nevertheless this possibility has been hinted
at by other points of view some draw upon the saying
time heals all wounds
if that is true then notice
that this thought claims we can be healed of emotional
pain without changing the circumstances which produced
the hurt note that the circumstances which created
the injury remain the individual can do something
to be healed irrespective of the circumstances
only time is needed they are in the past the same
as before the healing
if people can become actualized
or authentic or real
given time it may not be
that the circumstances were responsible for the wounds
11
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in the

first

place

perhaps they have willingly

let

the aversive ffeelings
eel ings
the ability to let go of selfdefeating
self defeating feelings
such as anger depression blaming and resentment is
described by others as a result of the meaning one
gives to lifes experiences viktor frankl
franki 1962
go of

asserts that one can suffer any ordeal if there is a
self transcending purpose to living to find meaning
outside oneself
we who lived in concentration camps can
remember the men who walked through the
huts comforting others giving away their
they offered
last piece of bread
proof that everything can be
sufficient
taken away from a man but one thing the
freedoms
to choose ones
freedomsto
last of the human
attitude in any given set of circumstances
to choose ones own way frankl
franki 1962 p 65
to give meaning to lifes circumstances is
frankl
reflected in the classic oftquoted
oft quoted account of franki
1

1

year old jewish youth who had
seventeen
seventeenyearold
been through nazi persecution
the youth was unable

treating

a

to reestablish himself in any normal pattern of life
blaming god for making him different
frankl
franki helped
this young man to see his plight in a meaningful light
what franki
frankl did for the boy as described
stan
circumstan
in psychological terms was to reframe his circum
ces that is he showed him another way of perceiving
faitha
faithr
his experiences he gave him hope faithy
faith if you
falth
will that there was purpose or meaning to his
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affliction

franki
frankl

showed him

that

even though the

circumstances were in the past and could not be altered
he was in control and always had been in control of how
he chose to view his situation
the boy then could
recognize that he was responsible for his life he
came to recognize that he was an agent unto himself
many philosophies have been developed to assist

in his journey through life many therapies
rogers
jourard
such as those from franki
Glas serr
frankl glasser
serf
and maslow have drawn upon philosophical assumptions
many such approaches on how to meet lifes challenges
have similar ideas
the differences are often a matter
of semantics in the emphasis of an ideal or possibly
a value judgment of priorities
but if such philosophies are to be beneficial to the general public it is
important to use words ideas and symbols that have
meaning to those audiences
therapy and relig
religious
ous beliefs

man

life

educator can help clients by
teaching them these academic philosophies but may
be equally effective drawing upon philosophies already
held by the audience she is trying to serve one
A

family

such audience consists of the religiously committed

could religious philosophy be drawn upon to strengthen
such people
the helping professions traditionally
have been

skeptical of theology as

a means

of helping
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the individual bergin 1978
since some therapies
have drawn upon quasireligious
quasi religious philosophies frankl
franki
umed that
and glasser are examples
assumed
it might be ass
professional skepticism has applied to their work
also bergin 1978 related encounters with several
rogerst
Ban durar Skin
leading psychologists bandura
nerr sears rogers
skinner
etc each of whom declared their lack of interest in
or support of a religious or philosophical approach to
psychotherapy bergin concluded that
they were promoting something without
being explicit and honest about it they
were implementing something through their
professional work which people being
influenced by them were unaware of and it s
only after reflection that we recognize that
a
theory so much
really
scientific
it
isnt
as it is a personal philosophy being expressed in a language that sounded authoritative and scientific but which is in reality
a
when reduced to its elements
personal
tst
elemen
ao
44o
po
system
40
p
1978
bergin
belief
in recent years there has been increased interest
in integrating psychotherapy and theology as a means
of addressing problems beck 1980 bergin 1978
stkongr 1980
finch 1980 and strong
0

0

its
1I

for those of the latterday
latter day saint religion
teachingst and symbols which
there are principles teachings
may have more meaning to them than to the general
population if much scientific theory is really a
presentation of philosophies or personal belief systems
then religious philosophies are as legitimate as any
other philosophies in helping people it would seem
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appropriate that for one desiring to address the problems
of a specific group within a specific religion LDS
single parents it would be most beneficial to use the
ideas principles philosophies and concepts with which
those individuals have already become familiar
the parallels between scientific
philosophy
philosothv and LDS beliefs
some of the ideas and principles in LDS theology have their counterparts in the motivational
theories which have been reviewed for instance the
concept of agency is held sacred by the LDS religion
power
as
possessing
the
defines
the
individual
it
capacity and freedom to make his own choices more
specifically one can choose to give meaning to lifes
experiences as hypothesized by frankl
franki 1962 r jourard
1971 and others or they can choose unhappiness and
misery helaman 1430
in either philosophy the
power to choose ones attitude toward any given circumstance lies within the individual
when one attaches meaning to lifes experiences
he is able to see purpose in his afflictions
to
see purpose in affliction is to have faith that the
experiences of ones life are for ones good and are
thus growth producing D C 1227 ether 124 frankly
frankl
franki
&

1982
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frankl 1982 called such a view self transfranki
cen
cending
ding
that is to give oneself to something more
than self mosiah 217
is to see purpose in events
he suggested that rendering service is a means of
getting outside oneself maslow also noted that the
selfactualized
self actualized individual is concerned with the welfare
of mankind and that he may even feel committed to
serving humanity as a mission for life
one concept common to all the theorists reviewed
was the idea that man must be willing to let go of his
mask facade pretense contrived personality his
untruthfulness his self deception in theological
9
31 ijohn
language he must repent ezek 1830
dohn 18
183031
189
and become congruent and authentic
rogers 1961 tells us that the individual
is most likely to let go of his facade and repent
when
when he feels unconditional acceptance or love
the individual feels this type of love there is no
longer a need to resistto
resist to cling to pretense As he
begins to let go and realizes that he is loved for
himself then he is more willing to place confidence
within himself and within his value system his values
and core beliefs which give meaning to his life are
examined and the individual begins to recognize and
rogers
gersy 1961
have a yearning for truth Ro
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both science and religion often assert that
all truth is based upon laws of the universe one
will be rewarded to the degree that he lives in accordance

therefore it would stand to reason
m the
that those who seek truth whether extracted from
fro
literature in the profession or found in the scriptures
will reap the accompanying rewards if they live by or
are obedient to the truth they have found and understand
with those laws

d&c
dac

13021
A

proposal

scientific
if ic
if scient
scientif

study of ffamilies is to be worth
anything to those families such study must produce an
understanding of what makes a strong healthy positive

if religious

especially LDS
families are happy in part because of their religious
philosophy then what science knows and what the religious
aney
are must be related if there are guidelines
beliefs arey
for living which can produce strong families then both
science and religion should have discovered them
the empirical research of the profession
as conducted by people such as barry 1979r
1979
stinnett
1979 1981 and lewis et al 1976 is interpreted
by theory and philosophy of other professionals such
as glasser frankl
franki or rogers empirical findings
are compatible also with religious philosophy
family

and

people
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purpose
the
is
it

this project to provide
information designed to strengthen the LDS single
of

parent family although most of the concepts used can
be supported in the empirical literature additional
concepts suggested either by academic theory or religious
philosophy will also be utilized to produce a book for
the LDS single parent because of the spiritual
nature of a religion many ideas cannot be substantiated
through typical research but this same difficulty
faces academic theorists in search of empiricism
suffice it to say that both family science and LDS
theology acknowledge that a positive philosophy of life
is related to quality family relationships
the concepts ideas and principles found in

the review of literature will form the foundation
for writing the treatise strengthening the family A
guide for LDS single parent mothers
however that is
not to exclude theoretical or religious concepts which
are logically related to strong family relationships

chapter 3
procedures
the concept for this book evolved from the
authors previous experience as an LDS single parent
the need to write such a book was reaffirmed by the
frustration and pain witnessed in the lives of other
single parents along with their plea that such a book
be

written

it

is

effort of both personal
scholarly research A series of pro-

a cummulative

experiences and
gres
gressive
sive steps were followed in researching material
for the book
step 1 A general study of traits associated
two parent families
with successful and unsuccessful twoparent
foundation for a comparison of traits one
should expect to find in similiarly
simili arly identified single
parent families

laid

a good

step 2 research was then narrowed to studying
single parent families much of the literature on
single parent families dealt with their problems
circumstances and the supposed causes of their difficulties however very little research was directed
toward the necessary coping behaviors or solutions
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pointed out by tolstoy all happy
families resemble one another each unhappy family
1983f
is unhappy in its own fashion as quoted in curran 1983
p 3
most single parent families are all too aware
any
was
going
book
be
to
value to
of
of this
this
if
single parents it would need to address realistic ways
menty
mentr and purposeof achieving greater happiness fulfill
fulfillment
ful direction in their lives instead of dwelling on
the all too obvious disadvantages and troubles inherent
in their current lifestyles the major study which
identifies traits of successful single parents was done
by barry 1979
this study provided a means for an
even greater focus on ways of developing and nurturing
successful single parenting traits and skills
step 4 data from barrys 1979 study was

step

used as a

3

As

criteria for the literature

review

and

laid

the framework for the subsequent manuscript the
2
1
age of family members
topics examined were
education and income 3 relations with the absent
parent 4 social networks 5 relations with children
and 6 personal outlook and management
the study revealed that there was a broad range
of ages of parents and of children research generally
indicates however that the young mother and young
children and the older mother have more difficulty
adjusting to the role of father absence barrys study
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to indicate that though the age of
family members may create additional challenges age
alone did not prevent a parent from achieving success
likewise were the levels of income and education
some were unemployed
ed among the respondents
varied
vani
varl
vari
with no job skills and at poverty level incomes while
others were employed professionals again both extremes
were living what they determined to be the life of a
successful single parent family
since the ages incomes and education levels of
single parents did not seem to dictate success or
failure and since these characteristics do not relate
to the quality of everyday parent
parentchild
child interaction it
was decided that they would not be discussed in the
book designed to strengthen the single parent
step 5 the remaining four areas examined by
3
barry 1979
relation with absent parent 4
social networks 5 relations with children and 6
personal outlook and management were then researched
each topic became the object of a literature review
empirical and theoretical studies were examined to lend
support and credence to barrys findings the findings
review of
of this research can be found in chapter 22review
literature also it should be noted that personal
outlook and management was divided into two separate
areas of research
1979

I1

would seem
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step

since the intent of this book is to
address a specific audience with a particular philosophy
of life motivational theories that are philosophically
oriented were reviewed it became clear that professionals draw upon a philosophy of life to give meaning
to their data thus a few major theoristphilosophers
theorist philosophers
were noted
those reviewed were maslow rogers glasser
jourard and frankl seeing what these authors had done
to encourage or motivate people affirmed this authors
goal of teaching about the meaning of life
that is
publica
public
if major theorists in attempting to help the publicy
draw upon philosophical frames of reference then help
offered single parents should include more than empirical
reports
this point became fundamental in constructing
the book the book should not be just a series of
empirical studies translated for public consumption
rather the concepts and principles documented by the
literature on family strengths should be woven into a
philosophy of life meaningful to the single parent
seeking help
since LDS single parents subscribe in some
philosophyyr it was decided to
fashion to a religious philosoph
draw upon that very philosophy in writing the book
in
presenting principles and skills related to successful
single parenting an LDS religious foundation was used
6
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step

7

finally since

charactethe motivational theorists were
many

of the

ristics identified by
correlated with both empirical research

principles
possible to
philosophical
and

philosophy it was
address an LDS population on their own
grounder
groundr
ground without ignoring academic research

and concepts of

step
of research

8

a

LDS

after integrating the various bodies
final draft was made in which a majority

practices were converted
into LDS terminology and examples the final product
resulted in the book entitled strengthening the
family A guide for LDS single parent mothers
the
book was organized into chapters as follows
chapter one principles
bv
princitles to live by
A single parents personal outlook has a tremendous influence on success in raising a family barry
1979
chapter one is devoted exclusively to this
a
a
as
theme
serves
single
preparing
for
basis
it
parent in the acquisition and development of attitudes
helpful in successfully raising a family although the
principles
nciples
sciples included in this chapter apply to all members
pri
of the family the parent will be best able to teach these
principles to the children as well as benefit from them
personally if they are first applied in the single
parents own life these principles include agency
of the concepts

theories

and

I1

faith repentance forgiveness

and love and serve as a
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foundation for the
philosophy of life
chapter

proper development of ones personal
or personal outlook
two unfinished business
twounfinished

usually disquieting challenge
amily as a single parent is
inherent in raising a ffamily
appropriately handling anticipated and unanticipated
encounters with the ex spouse learning to act rather
than react is vital to a single parents success as a
person as well as a parent the material on personal
attitudes and religious philosophy apply here also
understanding how to relate to ex
in laws needs to be
exinlaws
understood and dealt with successfully to manage the
tension and awkwardness experienced by in laws and
members of the single parent family
chapter th
nee
ree building family unity
three
one of the most basic elements necessary to
on one or as a
oneonone
successful relationships be it one
family unit is a genuine love and concern for the
wellbeing
well being of one another one should not only seek
opportunities to communicate love and concern for
another but also be able to communicate similarly felt
needs what are some ways this may be done
this
chapter addresses this question and offers some sugges
eions
tions for building family unity
A

common and
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chapter four parenting single style
perhaps the most necessary yet frustrating
need identified with single parenting is the ability to
maximize communication

opportunities

communicating

responsibility cooperation values etc is
essential in maintaining a successful family identifying
and utilizing communication opportunities greatly
strengthens the single parents influence on the children

lover
love
iove

while increasing the development of a healthy functioning
family by involving the children in the communication
process rather than simply communicating at them the

single parent reduces

instances eliminates
parentchild
child relafrustrations that normally arise in parent
tionships
tion ships when these opportunities are utilized
they can also serve to encourage the children to accept
more responsibility for their own choices and the
and in some

subsequent outcomes
chapter fivegospel
teaching
china moments
five gospel oriented Tea
LDS
parent
single
important
to
the
for
is
it

realize

the gospel can be applied to everyday
events the use of parables and other gospel concepts
are related to common family situations the LDS
single parents responsibility to those who are available
to serve the family will be discussed as well as ways
to involve the family in the many dimensions and programs
of the church ways of implementing gospel teachings
how
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with family practices will be emphasized accompanied by
a suggested list of activities and guidelines

organization
the rationale for organizing the chapters this
way is to assist the single parent in developing healthy
attitudes by which the other aspects of her life will
be influenced
chapter one lays a foundation for a
healthy purposeful attitude all the following chapters
will be more meaningful in light of the message of
chapter one
chapter two is directed specifically to the
divorced single parent the principles of forgiveness
and agency discussed in chapter one prepare the reader
for some of the information contained in this chapter
chapter three four and five deal directly with
the parenting role of the LDS single parent since
research indicates that rapport is essential to positively
influencing a child chapter three discusses a variety
of ways to build unity and love
chapter four builds upon chapter three by
discussing specific ways of carrying out the parenting
solving and discipline
problemsolving
role of communication problem
chapter five concludes with specific ideas for
integrating gospel teachings activities and the church
organization for the benefit of the family

CHAPTER 4

A

strengthening the family
guide ffor
or LDS single parent mothers

foreword

this book was written for the
for whom 1I feel a particular kinship

LDS

single parent

years as a
single parent were difficult the years before and
since have also held their own unique challenges
being a believer that there is purpose to life
and being stubborn enough to want to turn my afflictions
to my good 1I determined to find better ways to meet
the challenges 1I faced as a single parent 1I found
great joy and happiness as a single parent when 1I
1
discovered
that there are answers to lifes
2 my role
problems they can be found in the gospel
as a parent was my first and most rewarding priority
and

3

my

responsibility for finding

my

an

eternal companion

rested with me becoming the kind of person 1I wanted to
find then placing my trust in the lord as to whom and
1I had to be willing to walk by
when that might be
faith regarding what my future might be
this book is a result of researching traits of
successful single parent families taking those traits
and applying them to the LDS single parent and writing
about them by using experiences of single parents and
others who have had success in various aspects of their
52
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parenting role 1I share these with you the reader in
1
glean from them something
the hope that you may
that will meet your needs 2 stimulate you to seek
alternatives for your individual challenges and 3
provide you with the realization that it is possible
for you to be a happy productive and successful single
parent
sometimes 1I have used other

peoples stories of

success not to illustrate that meeting lifes challenges
is easy but that it is possible 1I have relied on
gospel principles not because they are idealistic but
because 1I see them as the most realistic foundation on
which to build family success

CHAPTER 1

principles to live

by

build upon my rock
which is my gospel
D
C 1124
&

the purpose of

life

its
parents

who

not fair is a familiar lament of single
view the loss of spouses as inequitable

against what others have fair what is
fair often we perceive our challenges in life as
being greater than someone eases
elsels
elses however along with
the greater challenges come greater opportunities for
growth and development
perhaps a more appropriate
question would be Is life fair by the worlds defiof course we know that we came to
nition to anyone
this earth knowing beforehand that we would experience
challenges and opposition in all things and yet sometimes
we forget that as we face the challenges of every day
one
single parent shared the following story of
life
an incident which helped put things into perspective for
when measured

her and her daughter
one evening my twelve
year old daughter
twelveyearold
approached me with some concerns that were
real to her she was just beginning junior
high and was very concerned about feeling
seppor
equal to her friends
usually she was suppor
tive helpful and unselfish but this night
she felt cheated
it wasnt fair that she
54
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had to do without things her friends dads
1I had no answer
or them
did with and ffor

whispering a silent prayer 1I listened as
1I felt hurt and
she shared her feelings
guilty for not being able to give her the
things her friends had her requests were
reasonable but they were impossible for me
to meet there was a pause then 1I expressed
similar feelings to her 1I too wanted the
had a home a
things her friends mothers hada
husband and an opportunity not to have to
1I paused
work
then a new thought
you know 1I can think of someone else who
he couldnt
could have said life wasnt fair
live an ordinary life with his family and
he
he didnt hurt anyone
loved ones
strived only to build the lords kingdom
yet joseph smith was jailed and marty
martyred
red
1
I can think of
another pause and then
another who was perfect without sin 1I
guess 1I dont think it was fair that he was
rejected that he was nailed to the cross and
ew
scourged in many ways that to this day ffew
soon
recognize his mission and divinity
our tears of resentment turned into tears of
humility and gratitude
how easy it is to lose our perspective of the
purpose of

life
ilfe
lif

e when we become consumed

with the concerns
are to have the

likewise how blessed we
restored gospel to help uuss deal appropriately with our
concerns and lift our sights to loftier purposes
the
gospel assures us that if we exercise faith on the
lord jesus christ he will consecrate our afflictions
and our efforts to our good 2 nephi 22
Is there
any other way
As a man Thin
keth
thinketh
another person in a similar situation might
respond quite differently
she may see herself as a
victim of circumstances she may become bitter angry
of the world
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these negative feelings when allowed
to persist become self defeating they af
act the way
f ect
affect
her
the individual responds to those around herg
herr and thus
the way she is treated in return As these events
occur she may find fault in others and begin blaming
them for her unhappiness
her own behaviors and attitudes
will likely be rationalized and justified as she avoids
doing what must be done to halt the downward spiral of
spiritual destruction the only way out is to recognize
she must become aware of
her own part in her misery
the great power of agency for it is within her power
to be happy or to be miserable in the book of mormon
and

we

resentful

read
whosoever perisheth
peri sheth
and whosoever boeth
doeth

perisheth
peri sheth unto himself
iniquity boeth
doeth it unto
himself for behold ye are free ye are
permitted to act for yourselves for behold
god hath given unto you a knowledge and he
1430 31
hath made you free helaman 143031
an example of one who was above

found in the book

affliction is

meanings
meanipz by viktor
mans search for meaningr

howy
how as one of many
frankl franki
frankl 1962 related hovy
prisoners of a nazi prison camp they were stripped of
all human dignity and suffered terrible afflictions
there were no choices allowed to be made by the prison
ers all possible choices were made by the guards and
those in charge each day that passed some died
either from their physical condition or by being sent
to the gas chambers As he witnessed the differences
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in how people responded to their situation he noted on
the faces of some fear horror and distrust in
contraster
contrastr
contr
contrast
astr others were seen comforting the fearful and
giving their own food to another peace was reflected
on their countenances
countenancer those who were at peace had
discovered a great secret
that real peace comes from
secretthat
within they came to know as did frankly
franki that the one
frankl
thing that could never be taken from them was the last
of human freeedom
free edom to choose ones attitude in any
given set of circumstances to choose ones own way
frankly
franki
frankl

1962

p
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agency
james

ailen says
allen
alien

it

well

they themselves are makers of themselves by
virtue of the thoughts which they choose and
encourage that mind is the master weaver
both of the inner garment of circumstances
circumstancesf
and that as they may have hitherto woven in
ignorance and pain they may now weave in
enlightenment and happiness alien
allen p 7
As we become an agent unto ourselves we may
once again recognize the power within us to

free ourselves

from the emotional bondage of our circumstances

we

are able to find meaning in our trials and find purpose
in our lives we will experience the growth which
accompanies overcoming challenge
challengessf and recognize that
ultimately our afflictions are for our own good As we
give purpose to our struggles we begin to develop
faith to have faith is to act on the belief that all
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things will work out for the best while exercising our
patience elder neal maxwell tells us patience is
not indifference actually it is caring very much but
being willing nevertheless to submit both to the lord
and to what the scriptures call the process of time
maxwell

1981

p
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fa
falth
faith
submitting ourselves to the lord requires a
great deal of faith we may feel prompted to take
steps into previously uncharted territory
elder boyd K packer learned the lesson of
walking by faith he relates the following account
1I had been called as an assistant to the
council of the twelve and we were to move to
find an adequate and
salt lake city andpresident
permanent home
henry D moyle
assigned someone to help us
A home was located that was ideally suited
to our needs elder harold B lee came and
looked it over very carefully and then counmeans you are to proceed
seled by all meanest
meanst
1I
but there was no way we could proceed
had just completed the course work on a
the disser
doctors degree and was writing
tation with the support of my wife and our
eight children all of the resources we could
gather over the years had been spent on
education
by borrowing on our insurance gathering
every resource we could barely get into the
house without sufficient left to even make
the first monthly payment go
1I know
ahead
brother lee insisted
right
it is
1I was in deep turmoil because 1I had been
counseled to do something 1I had never done
before to sign a contract without having the
resources to meet the payments
when brother lee sensed my feelings he
sent me to president david 0 mckay who
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listened very carefully as 1I explained the
circumstances
you do this
he said
is the right
it
thing
but he extended no resources to make
the doing of it possible
when 1I reported to brother lee he said
confirms what 1I have told you
that
peacey and then came
1I was still not at peace
the lesson elder lee said do you know
what is wrong with you you always want to
see the end from the beginning
1I replied quietly that 1
I wanted to see at
least a few steps ahead he answered by
quoting from the sixth verse of the twelfth

chapter of ether
wherefore dispute not
because ye see not for ye receive no witness
until after the trial ofmy your faith
boy you must learn
and then he added
to walk to the edge of the light and perhaps
ew steps into the darkness and you will
a ffew
find that the light will appear and move
ahead of you
and so it has but only as we walked to
the edge of the light
1I am confident that as we move to the edge
of the light like the cloud that led the
or like the star that led the
israelites
wise men the light will move ahead of us and
18 5
ap 184
80 j pp
we can do this work packer 19
185
1980
184185
18418
so often we are fearful and apprehensive to
follow a prompting As with elder packer it may not
contain any element of logic and yet if we know it is
right and yield ourselves willingly our faith will
increase as we participate in the unfolding purposes of
the lord
even joseph smith besought the lord in a time
of trial not understanding the purpose of the conditions
he and the saints suffered
in answer to his pleading
0

0

the lord responded
tear thee from the society of
if they
thy father and mother and bretherd
br
brethern
ethern and sisters
16

4
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a
drawn sword thine enemies tear
with
if
thee from the bosom of thy wife and of
thine offspring and thine elder son although
but six years of age shall cling to thy
garments and shall say my father my fathers
father
why cant you stay with us
or
0 my father
and
what are the men going to do with you
if then he shall be dragged
thrust from thee by the
sword and thou be
to prison and
thine enemies prowl around thee like wolves
for the blood of the lamb
and if thou shouldnt
shouldst
st be cast into the pit
should
or into the hands of murderers and the
sentence of death passed upon thee if thou
be cast into the deep if the billowing surge
conspire against thee if fierce winds become
thine enemy if the heavens gather blackness
and all the elements combine to hedge up the
way and above all if the very jaws of hell
shall gape open the mouth wide after thee
know thou my son that all these things
shall give D theeC experience and shall be for
thy good
1226
122699
to exercise the type of faith that will turn
our afflictions to our good and cause us to submit
ourselves to the lords promptings we must follow the

and

&

instruction the lord has given on this matter
in lectures on fa
falth we learn that in order to
faith
exercise real faith we must first know that he exists
second we must know of his attributes and characteriswe
we
know
course
are
must
and
cs
the
that
third
tics
ti
pursuing is iinn accordance to his will
we come to know of him by studying the scrip
tures pondering upon them praying to him and above
all being obedient to the light and truth we receive
As we continue to do these things we feel the peace and
assurance that comes through obedience to such truths
I1

I
1
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nevertheless struggling to overcome the weapossessr
possess
posse
knesses we possessor
ssr we seem to fall short daily of
achieving goals to perfection
james 417 tells us that he that knoweth to do
good and doeth
boeth it not to him it is sin
each time we
resist doing what we know is right we may be taking
convenwhat appears in the moment to be the easy way
ience and ease never took a climber up a mountain side
only downward
and others will he satan pacify and
away
them
and thus the
into carnal security
lull
cheateth
devil chea
cleateth
teth their souls and leadeth them away
carefully down to hell 2 nephi 2821
daily we fall short in living what we know in
overcoming weaknesses
that may be why in the bible it
we
we
we
no
say
says
have
deceive ourselves
sin
that
if
john 1188
and the truth is not in us
but the lord
knows our struggles
he knew we would fall
that does
not mean to say our fall would be predestined only
that god knows our natures we are meant to succeed
often in the process of learning we make choices which
could lead us from god but even wrong choices can
help direct our path back to him if we use mistakes to
learn and grow from
the struggle is all within the soul others
we ourselves may not
may not recognize our struggle
recognize it nevertheless as long as there isa
is a gap
0

10

0
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between what

we know and

repentance

that is

what we do we have need of

the atonement is such a blessing
provides us with a way to put ourselves
why

in our lives it
back on the path that leads to godhood
repentance
to the degree that we are not living
we know we carry that burden around with us

up

to what
no one

the burden we ourselves may not recognize
the degree to which we are being untrue to ourselves
but to the degree that we are we are weighted down and
less free to feel peace and comfort from the lord
some repentance takes place in the privacy
somes
for somer

may know

ones heart for others the privilege to be free of
ones burdens involves a cleansing and purifying process
that can only be complete with the help of a bishop or
stake president in the following illustration elder
F
burton howard relates how the repentance process
of

works

years ago 1I was asked to speak to a
1I dont remember now
group of young men
exactly what was said except that near the
end 1I made the statement that no one but no
one present had done anything for which he
could not be forgiven
ter the meeting was 1 over one of them
af
after
came up to me and said
I just have to talk
to you
he
did you really mean it did you
asked
mean what
1I said
the part about how none of us had done
anything that could not be forgiven
he
replied
1I said
of course 1I did
A

few
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through his tears his story came
1
so there you have it
he said
I have
not sinned again 1I have attended my meetings
keep the word of wisdom why is it that
Iikeep

life
the

seems empty

why do 1I

feel

somehow

that

lord is displeased with me how can 1I
know for sure 1I have been forgiven
me
you
repentance
know
what
about
tell
1I said
he had obviously done some reading on the
subject he spoke of recognition remorse
and restitution
he had resolved never to
sin again
how
see
apply
principles
just
those
lets
recogbegin
to you 1I said
with
lets
nition what is the best indicator that
someone recognizes he has done wrong
was his reply
he will admit it
to whom 1I asked
he was thoughtful
to himself 1I guess
men sometimes view themselves in a most
favorable light 1I said
wouldnt better
evidence of awareness of wrongdoing be to
someone else
tell yes
of course he answered
1I insisted
who else
why the person wronged
and
he said
and maybe the bishop
masked
iasked
lasked
have you done this
never
nowr he replied
not until now
ive
told it all to anyone but you
maybe that is why you have not ever felt
1I responded
completely forgiven
he didnt say much
1I said
step
next
at
look
the
lets
what does it mean to feel remorse
sorry
means
he answered
be
to
it
are you sorry 1I asked
1
oh yes
he said
I feel as if 1I had
and his eyes filled
wasted half my life
again with tears
how sorry should you be
what do you mean
he looked puzzled
1I said
well in order to be forgiven a
transgressor must experience godly sorrow
see 2 corinthians 710.
he must have
710
anguish of soul and genuine regret this
sorrow must be strong enough and long enough
to motivate the additional processes of
repentance or it is not deep enough regret
must be great enough so as to bring forth a
changed person

that person

must demonstrate
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that he is different than before by doing
different and better things have you been
sorry enough 1I asked again
he hesitated
changed
he said
ive
1I was before
1I keep
im not the same as now
all the commandmentsup my 1I would like1
somehow to make it
parents I have
to
1I apologized to the
prayed for forgiveness
1I realize the seriousness
person 1I wronged
1I would give anything
of what 1I have done
1
maybe
happened
I havent been
hadnt
if
it
as good as 1I could be but 1I dont know what
else to do but 1I didnt ever confess to
anyone
1
1I said
I think after this meeting we can
say you have even done that
then he said but after all of that how
can 1I ever know the lord has really forgiven
me
easy
1
when
part
I replied
the
thats
you have fully repented you feel an inner
you know somehow you are forgiven
peace
because the burden you have carried for so
long all of a sudden isnt there anymore
you
gone
gone
know
howard
and
is
is
it
it
ap
1983 pp
1983r

79
78
7879

the repentance process is longer and
more involved
the nature of the transgression may
ped or even excommunication
require being disfellowshipped
disfellowship

for

some

fellow who was once a member of the church and who
had held responsible positions transgressed and was
excommunicated
he wrote a book telling of his struggle
to return he counseled
repentance takes timeo
time all change and improvement take time
finding forgiveness requires
time often a considerable amount of time
cuts on the pathway back
there are no short
shortcuts
from sin
the truly repentant person will
focus his attention on the repentance rather
than the length of time
if ones heart is
in the right place the time will take care
one is preoccupied with how
of itself
if
quickly penalties are to be removed if his
heart is all tangled up in how quickly he can

A
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rush through the probation he will be easily
distracted from the changes which must take
place before it is appropriate to remove
1983 p 120
Cra merr 1983r
the penalties cramer

those who follow all the steps of repentance
and experience the mighty change that they had no more
desire to do evil alma 1933 will come to know the
come unto me all ye
meaning of the saviors words
that labour and are heavy laden and 1I will give you

rest

28
matthew 11
1128

forgiveness
peace
spoke
to ffeel
of
the
the
rest
savior
the
eel
that comes when one is forgiven is a very humbling
yet how often do we become as the debtor
experience yets
in the parable of the creditor and the debtor matthew
we want to be forgiven or as stated in the
1823 35
182335
parable we want to be shown mercy yet when we are
in a position to forgive or give mercy to another how
often do we withhold it the scriptures command
your that ye ought to
wherefore 1I say unto you
forgive one another for he that forgiveth
for giveth
not his brother his trespasses standeth
condemned before the lord for there remain
eth in him the greater sin 1I the lord
w
1
whom
forgive
I will forgive but of you
will
i
ill
D
C
men
required
forgive
to
is
all
it
&

10
649
64910

fail to

see the damage we do to
ourselves by bearing grudges and being unforgiving

let

sometimes

we

illustrate

by

sharing the following experience
one morning a sister called to tearfully relate
some concerns
As she concluded she said in

me
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resolved voice I deserve better than to
be asked to endure such trials
she was
angen bitterness and resentment
expressing anger
there was no answer that would satisfy her
what had happened to her could not be changed
the person could not be changed As 1I hung
up the phone able to do nothing more than to
provide a listening ear 1I recalled a poem 1I
1

a

9

had once heard

here lie the remains of john oday
who died maintaining his right of way
john was right as he sped along
but hes just as dead as if
held
hed been wrong author unknown
yes

she was

right she

definition of the world

was

but could

justified

it

by

the

be she was

jeapordizing spiritual death in order to maintain her
how close do we come to spiritual death
right of way
by harboring destructive thoughts feelings attitudes
and behaviors
on the other hand the following incident illustrates how one woman who could have been justified in
her bitterness faced a similar challenging situation
she was a dignified older woman whose children were
married and had families of their own her former
husband was a physician who was well established in the
community

tearfully she related
returned

her husband had

home from work one day and

announced to her

felt

how

that

he wanted a divorce

shocked and dismayed

then her voice

without warning

took on more

then angry and

at first
resentful

confidence and resolve

1

1I

I
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finally decided that

1I

wasnt going to let

him

or

my

me into a bitter woman
change
changeme
her
demeanor then brightened her voice lifted almost to
1
exuberance
I realized that 1I would have more time to
devote to temple work and genealogy and ive always

circumstances

wanted to learn another language

ive

what

program

and do you know

been called to work in the

and 1I am

learning spanish

extraction
she recognized

the danger of bitterness and decided to act rather than
react to her unwelcomed predicament
key
love is the ke
too often we have such a superficial understanding
of the principle of love yet on this one principle
hang

all the other

commandments

master

is the great

which

in the
law
jesus said unto him thou shalt love the
lord thy god with all they heart and with
all thy soul and with all thy mind
this is the first and great commandment
and the second is like unto it thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself
on these two commandments hang all the law
and the prophets matthew 223640
2236 40
by experiencing the pure love of christeven
christ even
momentarilywe
momentarily we are able to see a vision of the connectedness of the gospel that we may not have heretofore
understood for example bu nurturing a pure love of

christ all the other
will

be a

laws

part of us as

commandment

a

commandment

principles and commandments
by
product of the first
byproduct

the observance of each law would not be
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entity in itself but would fit into the whole to
shahe is free
further illustrate when one gives love shehe
to be her
himself free to repent free to serve free
herhimself
ree to obey ffree
ree to yield to the ent
to fforgive
orgive ffree
argive
icings
enticings
of the spirit why else would christ say love your
enemies bless them that curse you do good to them
youp
your
and pray for them which despitefully use
that hate you
you and persecute you
matthew 544
the love we
give not only lowers the barriers in personal relationan

ships with one another but more importantly weakens
resistance to truth each of us is born with the light
our purpose for coming to this
of christ within us
earth in our second estate is to seek truth and when
discovering it being obedient to it trials are
placed in our path sometimes by divine design other
times as a result of our own action all bulf
illing the
fulfilling
fulf
purpose of proving us
and we will prove them herewith to see if they will do all things whatsoever the

lord their

god

shall

command them

abraham
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are here with a unique challenge we can
succeed and prove ourselves worthy of his presence
god ours
gods
ourselves
for it is with the attitude of love for godr
elvest
family and mankind that will help us succeed
single parent status does not place us beyond
love nor beyond the reach of the savior
iove
this call to lover
if we do not discount ourselves or gospel principles as
we
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on
stand
the foundation
still
little
what follows in the remainder of
of successful living
this book will be of little value if one does not feel
love in her heart on the other hand if one feels love
continually then she probably has no need for what
follows what we usually experience is some of both
conditions for while we are all trying to perfect
ourselves we all fall shortr
short and we all benefit from
the love acceptance and encouragement of one another
in our hopes to succeed
below are listed several statements that apply

consequence

of

we

to the material you have just read ponder each of the
statements to evaluate how you may be doing
1

am 1I

choosing

my

attitude toward
situation
2

my

Is there purpose in

my

life
3

how am 1I

working daily to

overcome

my

4

do 1I

5

when

peace

weaknesses

forgive others
do 1I experience the

that accompanies

the feeling of love
for some statements you may want to reevaluate
your priorities and possibly establish some new goals
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for additional insight

lantto refer

you may wantto
want to

to these

books

ailen J
allen
alien

As a man

thinketh
thin keth

salt lake city

bookcraft
covey S
the divine center salt lake city
bookcraft 1983
cramer S
the worth of a soul A personal account of
excommunication and cconversion
erslon orem
randall publishers 1983
forgiveness salt lake
kimball S the miracle of offorgiveness
city bookcraft 1969
maxwell N
thincts
thinas shall give thee experience
all these things
salt lake city deseret book 198
K
put first things first A
P
jensen
russell
single womens perspective the ensign
february 1974
&

CHAPTER 2

unfinished business
therefore all things whatsoever
ye would that men should do to
you do ye even so to them
matthew

712

divorced single parents find themselves in
a lollipop war
struggling for the loyalties of their
children or using them to get even with the ex spouse
however we should be aware of some other considerations
1
some divorced fathers may say
I miss my
children terribly when 1I have them with me 1I just
cant seem to do enough to show them how much they mean
to me we usually spend our time together doing fun
things like going to the zoo the movies or the park
many

we

eat out

and buy

lots of treats

and

usually

a

toy or

two

fun

still
demand

another father might say at first it was
1
way
know
them
I
only
seemed
to
the
like
let
it
love them now they seem to expect it even

it

ive

become

feeling
be their da
dadd to tuck
what a hollow

their

homework

andy man to them
just the ccandy
all 1I really want to do is to

them in

play ball

at night help

and bandage
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them with

scratched knees
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the parent with custody can at least offer
compassion to the former spouse
fortunate indeed
are the divorced parents who have been able to work out
a cooperative relationship
more fortunate are the
children who have parents that are sensitive to their
childrens needs who love and desire to be with them
and are willing to ensure that their relationship
develops in a healthy way barry 1979
frequently the visiting parent is in a more
advantageous position financially and therefore more

able to shower the children with gifts and attention
this parent usually does not have to be involved in the
discipline nor the ongoing responsibilities of caring

for the childrens everyday needs this tends to
create some problems for the custodial parent who is
often seen by the children as nagging and not as
much fun as the visiting parent
the custodial parent
may eventually begin to resent even dread visitation
days
however the custodial parent will usually be
more successful in developing healthy relationships
with the children by remaining consistent in enforcing
previously established rules and by not allowing the
spoiling of the children by the visiting parent to
become an emotional issue
many times the visiting parents motives for
spoiling the children stem from wanting to subdue
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spouse
exspouse
feelings of guilt andor to get even with the ex
by trying to win the children over
in either case
when the custodial parent resists the temptation to
retaliate or overreact the visiting parents behavior
will most often diminish
however for some single parents cooperating
segs
epou
spou
ex
exspouses
with the spouses
sels visitation privileges poses problems
emotions tend to surface and communication
between them is strained and unnatural
nevertheless
the children belong to both parents and each parent
has a natural and usually legal right to spend time
spouse are
exspouse
with them even if the motives of the ex
selfish it is usually to the benefit of the custodial
parent and the children to continue working for a more
cooperative relationship though neither spouse can
change the motives of the other a sincere effort on
the part of one increases the likelihood that the other
spouse will eventually let go of selfish motives and
inappropriate behaviors
there is some reassurance in knowing that the

passage of time has

its

healing power goldsmith
1980
in the meantime it is helpful to remember who
we are and what we are committed to so that our own
salvation is not jeopardized by abandoning gospel
principles and substituting inappropriate attempts
to get even with the ex spouse it is more difficult
own
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to follow through with these resolves than we may
expect it is easy to make such resolves but usually
one of the biggest challenges in keeping such resolves
is to resist the temptation to react to that which we
feel is unjust misrepresented demeaning to ourselves
yet when we react with heated
or to those we love
emotions and accusations we reinforce our own weaknesses
and retard our spiritual progress kelly 1980
unfortunately children are often the ones who
suffer the most from the trauma of divorcer
divorce particularly
concerning visitation privileges there are many
variables here that may affect the children negatively
establish rules
to minimize visitation difficulties it may be
important to clarify the expectations of both parents
if both parents keep in mind the best interests of the
children then their expectations are not likely to be
unreasonable
the following are some ideas to consider when
determining the visitation needs of the parents and

children
the other parent to
the children children are a physical offspring of
that parent sometimes they may begin to see themselves
as bad because they are a part of that parent
1

do not speak badly of
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determine an appropriate visitation schedule the nature of the relationship between the
parent and children prior to the divorce should be
a
was
considered
there
close relationship it might
if
be advisable to allow more frequent visiting privi2

distant relationship existed the need for
possibly not as great for either the parent
visits is ispossibly
leges

if

a

or the children

identify suitable activities for each
child the age of the child may suggest the availability the type of care and activities that would be
most appropriate during the visit
for instance an
active son may want more physical activity than possibly
3

a

feminine daughter would want

consider the proximity of the absent
parent this will often determine the length and
frequency of visits trips across the country may
result in longer visits but these visits will also
be less frequent
4

consider what is best for the children
rather than what is most convenient for the parent
too often both parents violate this guideline by using
visits to win the children away from the other parent
or use them as a source of information concerning
the activities and life style of the other parent
each parent should resist the temptation to excessively
5
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question the children about the other parent it is
very hard on children to be informants
children soon
find themselves torn between loyalties for the two
parents satir 1972

conflict of values
sometimes the parents simply have a

difference

in values it is important to be true to ones own
value system while allowing the children to be exposed
to the differing values of the ex spouse helping
children realize why parents separate and divorce will
help them to adjust better to their situation also
helping them to accept the idea that they can be loyal
to both parents may decrease the competition often
exhibited by both parents
one mother found

herself in

a

very

difficult

situation difficult
situationdifficult

because of the internal conflicts
experienced by her children following each visit with

the visitation schedule was such that
the children spent every other weekend with the father
As a result their participation in their church obligations suffered particularly for the son in one
ward the son was allowed to pass the sacrament in the
other ward he was not he was anxious to participate
in a leadership position but was prevented because of
his intermittent attendance in his own ward

their father
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because of the different values of the father

the children refrained from discussing activities
related to the church spiritual experiences and
feelings were withheld from the father out of fear of
being rejected or belittled
occasionally the father had to leave town
during the days he had visitation rights rather than
allow the children to stay with their mother he had
when the
them stay at his home with a baby sitter
mother asked him why
have the children

if

cant

he

and

replied

this is

youre not going to

my

time to

have them

obviously his motives
were selfish and therefore not in the best interest of
the children
rather than express bitterness and anger the
even

1I

be with them

mother showed reasonable support and encouraged the

children to

the best of the circumstances she
was in facts
fact showing her children a more christlike
example of how to face adversity
As a result she was
able to draw her children closer to her the most
powerful influence a parent can demonstrate to the
children is one of love and example the children will
have a chance of choosing from the example of contrasting
values
course
of cour
hard not to want to hurt back
courseits
when we have been hurt
hard to forgive when no
make

its
seits
selts

its
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its

forgiveness has been requested
hard not to feel
bitter and angry when things have fallen apart but to
give in to these negative feelings ultimately hurts
ourself more than anyone else and puts our own eternal
jea pordy
salvation in jeapordy
if we remain consistent in our application of
righteous principles our children will learn from our
example
they will also have a unique opportunity to
evaluate contrasting values in their own parents
remember children have their own agency and ultimately
they will choose the direction they will take in life
may
we
be able to do is to ffollow
ollow the counsel given
all
by joseph smith when asked how he gained so many willing
followers

1

I teach them correct principles and

let

them govern themselves

joseph smithy 1851 13339
put
when in
putlaws
out
laws
become
laws
outlaws
inlaws
the children of divorce are the most obvious
innocent victims of divorce those not so obvious
may be the extended family grandparents aunts uncles
and cousins
not only do the spouses experience confusion

to relate to their ex in laws but these ex
in
exin
laws may question the role they now play in the lives
of the divided family
many divorces are fraught with anger bitterness
and resentment
usually both spouses feel wronged and
the parents of the spouses customarily side with their
as

how
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sibling if a bond did exist with the in laws
the effects of the divorce can be a source of additional
oo
pain and anxiety the grandparents too
00 may feel the
same pain and anxiety as they sense the pending loss of
own

their grandchildren
do unto

others

in times of crisis it is critical though
difficult to step back and view a situation with
understanding and compassion with this in mind let us

consider the following
1
the children are the posterity of both
sides of the family it is important that every effort
be made to accommodate a healthy association with all
previously established relationships remember we are
taught to honor our parents and this applies to our
grandparents too
2
avoid dumping grievances on the ex in laws
differences that brought about a divorce should be kept
between the spouses to the degree that it is possible
unloading may bring short term emotional relief at
more impoterm relationship
longterm
the expense of the long
rtantly one may be creating potential conflict between
others when it is unnecessary
3

mile

if

anger and

avoid getting even

hostility exists
exist

the extra
to get even only serves
go
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to perpetuate further competition and grief and keeps
us from developing our eternal potential
occasionally 1I am hurt by the actions of others
othersr
by the pain of being misused by someone else
but 1I know only one agony and that is
to know that 1I have hurt or offended someone
packens
packers
packen
Pac kens
else packer
kers
kerr 1982 p 258
encourage children to respond to their
4
grandparents teach them how to avoid taking sides by
being loving and understanding rather than by condemning
and placing blame
in short we may need to put ourself in their
situation and ask ourself how we would want to be
treated and then respond accordingly this idea is
therefore all
best stated in the scriptures as
things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you
3 nephi 1421
do ye even so to them
checklist
below are listed several statements that apply
to the material you have just read ponder each of the
statements to evaluate how you may be doing
1
what am 1I doing to foster
foster
cooperation with my
0

ex spouse
2

when do 1I

resist the temptation

to try to get even with
ex spouse

my
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when do 1I encourage my

children
to continue their relationship
with their father
4
Is it appropriate to encourage my
children to continue their
relationship with our ex in laws
statements
statementsy you may want to reevaluate
for some statementsy
your priorities and possibly establish some new goals
for additional insight you may want to refer to these
3

books
dunn

P

&

eyre

R

relationships

bookcraft 1975
kimball S miracle of forgiveness
bookcraft 1969

salt lake city

salt lake city

CHAPTER 3

building family unity

and he commanded them that there
should be no contention one

having
with another
their hearts knit together
in unity and in love one
towards another
0

mosiah 1821

years ago while attending a gathering
for a group of single parent mothers one of them
expressed concern about something that had bothered her
for quite some time this concern was her confusion
about the definition of herself and her family since
the death of her husband her confusion began several
years ago when a woman prominent in the church and
A

few

told her that she

children were no
longer considered a family but rather just a group of
people living together for years this thought greatly
troubled her she did not realize at the time that
such an idea was not only inaccurate it was absurd
Howe
howeverr
however
hove very
verr
she and her children had always been a family
by now most
such reassurance may have come too late
even had she
of her children were grown and married
been divorced she need not have become estranged from
extended family friends or church affiliations
it
simply becomes a matter of being willing to reach out
community
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and her
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to others
to you

rather than waiting for others to reach out

being a single parent

still

provides opportunities
for preparing to become a celestial family many
single parents have been successful in raising children
who have gone on to greatness while making vital contributions of their own to society and church alike
though single parents have unique challenges it
is encouraging to observe the success of others in
similar circumstances we are the ones who determine how
we determine whether we will
we respond to challenges
united
rise or fall As the familiar motto states
we standy
the emotional strength
standr
stand divided we fall
needed to handle the challenges of life emerges when
the single parent builds unity and oneness within the
family
family unity
one of the first steps in building family unity
is appropriately demonstrating unconditional love for
family As a result the family
each member of the family
functions better family members become more willing
coope
ratey
cooperatey
cooperates
cooperater
penater
perater
to coo
cooperated
nater
rater sacrifice and understand one another when
there is an atmosphere of unconditional love A single
parent should continually seek to maintain a loving
atmosphere in the home so that family members may
continually draw upon that unconditional love and in
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turn be able to appropriately demonstrate love for
others A family which functions primarily from unconditional
dit ional love prepares themselves to live in the world
but not become part of the world As that love is
nurtured faith and trust are developed harmony is
fostered they are less likely to take offense because
they are more
of the words or actions of another
likely to be forgiving understanding and compassionate
more importantly when differences
toward others
arise a foundation of trust and mutual respect will
already be established
the goal is to avoid or at least minimize
problems rather than to get caught in a cycle of
a
strong unified
however
verr
accusation and blame Howe
verf
must be made to
family doesnt just happen effort mustbe
mastbe
spend time together in positive meaningful interaction
if this type of love and commitment are to exist
spending
SiDen ding
sioen
dins time together
it is often thought that spending time together
means

though

participating in

an

activity of

some kind

activities are important the single parent

have limited resources

activities

may

in terms of time and money

hinder opportunities to
engage in meaningful conversation
the single parent
may also discover that sharing events of the day is
helpful in establishing mutual understanding and unity
sometimes

may even
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within the family what is shared may not always be
exciting it could be used as a time to express fears
or concerns

it

easier to express ourself and to
make changes in behavior or attitude when our problems
and feelings are shared and understood by the family

all

becomes

too often

we become

involved in our

own

and make judgments based on the emotions and
we

have experienced during the day

their

own

they too

frustrations

when

frustrations

for example

our children return home from school or play

fail to realize that

problems

may have

we

when

frequently

experienced

this occurs

we

need to

take time out to understand each others feelings
by being sensitive to one anothers feelings we can
turn frustrations into an opportunity to share experiences
and show compassion
the challenge is to be willing to
go
things
other
this becomes necessary sometimes
let
in order to meet a need and to take advantage of a

to share jesus once illustrated this idea when
he returned to the home of mary and martha
while
martha busied herself with meal preparations for the
savior mary sat at his feet to listen to him martha
wished for the savior to reprimand mary for not helping
thag
martha
but he said Mak
thar martha thou art careful and
troubled about many things but one thing is needful
moment
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that

and mary hath chosen

good party
pant
part which

shall not

be

41
42
luke 10
1041
4142
104142
in the april 1982 conference barbara smith
shared a story of another martha who came full circle
and recognized her priorities

taken

nom
rom
away ffrom

her

right after

my

divorce 1I determined that 1I
was going to give my children the best of
1I would provide well for
everything
1I would substitute in every way
them
for their father 1I would take them on
picnics build them a tree house and play
baseball with them 1I would not allow them
to suffer because of our divorce
1I baked
1I
ran played wrestled
sewed rant
cleaned 1I ironed 1I was busy being both
mother and father for them
one evening 1I put the three of them in the
bathtub together while 1I finished a chore
then 1I came back soaped the youngest rinsed
him lifted him from the tub and stood him on
a bath mat while 1I wrapped a towel around
him
then 1I carried him of
offf to the bedroom
to put his pajamas on and tuck him into bed
1I repeated the process with his brother and
then his sister
As 1I bent down to kiss them goodnight my
older son said I sing us a song please
1I asked
which one
rudolph
said the youngest immediately
no
johnny Appl
appleseed
eseed
said his brother
then their sister said sing stay
awake
I can see if 1I stay to sing one song
be singing for an hour and 1I dont have
so goodnight
an hour to spare
1I turned
off the lights
please sing just one song mommy you
can choose the song
what about our prayers
firmly 1I replied I said goodnight and 1I
mean goodnight
As 1I walked back to the bathroom to tidy
up 1I thought of how grateful they would be
someday when they were old enough to understand how much 1I had done for them
I1

11

0

0

i

1

I1

1

ill

1

I1
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entered the room 1I stopped short
there on the bath mat where three perfect
sets of damp footprints for one brief
moment 1I thought 1I saw standing in the footprints the spirits of those precious children
1I had just tucked into bed
in that instant
1I saw the foolishness of my ways
1I had been
so busy providing for the physical needs of
that 1I was neglecting
their mortal bodies
their spirits 1I knew then that 1I had a sacred
obligation to nourish both if 1I were to
clothe them in the latest fashions and give
them all that money could buy and fail to
tend to their spiritual needs 1I could not
justifiably account for my awesome responsibility as their mother
we
humbled 1I went back to their bedroom
we
prayer
together
four climbed
in
knelt
all
up on the boys big bed and sang song after
song until 1I was the only one awake to sing
116
1982 p 115
115116
smith 1982r
how easy it is to become consumed in the daily
inadvertently neglecttasks of maintaining a home while inadvertantly
ing the promptings of the spirit
As 1I

traditions
dont realize how

many traditions we
often we
may have already established within our family
the
traditions may be simple things such as reading or
telling stories before bedtime kissing the children
goodnight spending time with each child regularly on a
one
to one basis family vacations singing when everyone
onetoone
is together in the car or regular family councils dunn
&

eyre

1974

special days and events are also opportunities
for establishing family traditions the blessing of a
baby baptisms and confirmations provide occasions for
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doing something special

such as giving a book of

set of scriptures
occasionally a tradition may emerge that is
unique to a family
this might include making a family
flag it is not only fun but serves to unify the
family by representing their particular interests and
values individual flags may also be made to represent
accomplishmentsperhaps
perhaps when they are bapspecial accomplishments
tized or when they are ordained in the priesthood
the firsts tradition may be used whenever a
member of the family does something special for the
may
a
as
things
tying
time
such
include
this
first
shoe starting school or giving a talk
remembrance or a

gifts
one

of time

single parent has

a

tradition that begins

prior to
at christmas she calls it gifts of time
christmas she selects activities for the upcoming year
that she thinks will be meaningful to each of her
children she then makes reservations or purchases
tickets if necessary to assure the date she represents
each activity on a card attaches them together with a
ribbon and gives them to her children as part of their
christmas the calendar of special activities is
then hung in a obvious place where it serves as a
gifts of
reminder of the upcoming events for the year
time are often those activities that may not be econom
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familyr
ically
familar but are fitting
icalla feasible for the whole family
for one particular child selecting activities that have
particular meaning for a child is an act of love
games of love

other ways of showing love may take the form of
1
games
I love you 10 is a game played to signal to
one another across the room in a crowd or even at the
podium at church how much they are loved 10 being the
on occasion 1I have inquired how much
highest number
1I was loved only to receive a two finger rating
after
a surprised look it was quickly followed by all ten
fingers and a few giggles
one sister shared the experience she had with

this

game

arriving home late one evening the
children had all gone to bed 1I was tired
and longed for some interaction with them hugs
kisses and romping but was it really fair
to awaken them
quietly 1I walked into the bedroom where my
1I kissed him
four year old son was sleeping
fouryearold
on the cheek and whispered
how much do you
slowly out came ten chubby little
love me
fingers 1I smiled once they found their
way back under the covers 1I couldnt resist
the temptation to inquire how much do 1I love
you
the expression remained the same out
came those same ten fingers from beneath the
covers this time my smile was accompanied
with tears of joy
another way to show love is through treasure
they require a little preparation but are fun
hunts
for both the giver and the receiver the treasure may
be nothing more than a stick of gum or a love note
1I

remember
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whatever
member

it

may be

it

is intended especially for that

of the family
you are special

nights are another

way

to

express love through games it is intended to focus on
one member of the family and may occur for no particular
reason the night is designed especially for the needs
one of my children was
of the member being featured

surprised

meal hamburgers and
his favorite mealhamburgers
milk
served by candlelight with china and crystal
milkserved
on another occasion a family
parkr
family may go to a parky
park
a
on
in
the grass and take turns being the
circle
sit
focus of attention the one being focused gets to
stand while all the members of the family take turns

telling

by having

that person by
participating in activities such as this we not only
what they love most about

strengthen the individual but the family as well
sharing friends
friends are an important aspect of our lives
often the children have their friends and the parent
has her friends
however an added dimension of unity
occurs within the family when friends are shared for
instance theres nothing quite like sharing fresh
homemade bread or cookies with neighbors and friends
this not only increases the bonds of love and unity but
the children get a real thrill from dropping off the
goodies anonymously
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inviting other families to join in a picnic or
activity at the park builds bonds of love and unity
with the family you invited As a single parent there
is a tendency to feel we should only associate with
those in similar circumstances however it is also
important to establish relationships with two parent
families such friendships fill an emotional as well
one way to
as social need for us and our children
begin such a friendship is to invite the family over
for family home evening or to attend social events
together
these types of interactions with other families
serve as a good opportunity to teach children the
importance of first being a friend if they expect to
As our children make new friends it is
have friends
helpful to introduce ourself to the parents of their
new friends
this allows us to learn more about our
childrens friends and their families as well as to
help their parents know us better
sharing work
working together at household tasks can be a
fun and unifying experience for each member of the

family

responsibilities are selected commefamily members ability to perform them

bamily
pamily
family

nsurate with a

working along side the child

or even in the same room
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not only allows for proper training of the specific
on one time as well
oneonone
tasks but also allows for one

children must learn the balance between work
and play
if play is allowed to overshadow work children
may soon develop misconceptions about responsibility in
life when daily routines are established and assigned
duties are completed other events take on new signific-

ance
children as well as adults develop increased
feelings of worth and satisfaction as difficult tasks
are completed and proper recognition is given schoolwork practicing a musical instrument and developing
other talents can be part of the daily routine A wise
mother will teach her children that success comes at a
price time effort and sacrifice even a working mother
can help her children develop personal discipline by
allowing them to participate in family and personal
responsibilities and then showing appreciation for

their efforts smith 1982
ua
u1
an
area where children
provide
to
helpful
is
helpf
it helff
can work on projects
by providing the space and
opportunity for children to work on projects shows that
the parent places value on work and also allows the
child to see that work can become a creative and rewarding
experience
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by working with our

integrity

children

we

can teach them

and the importance of doing an honest day
days
is

for an honest days pay

they learn to take pride
in their accomplishments and develop attitudes of
success

work

seif reliance
self
rei lance
rel
selfreliance
in single parent families childrens contributions
to their families financially emotionally socially
physically and spirituallymay
spiritually may be necessary for its
very murvial
sur
survial
vial all too often the children of today have

little

sufficient
conveniences in many intact families

need to make such

contributions

resources and modern
often provide convenient excuses for making little if
any such contributions to the familys well being
As
a result the need for children to share and sacrifice
becomes minimal and may even result in selfishness and
self indulgence
during the november 1982 welfare session of
general conference barbara smith president of the
relief society of the church shared the following
story about a single parent family who demonstrated

self reliance
one such family was

left
was

by

the father

when

four months old it
the youngest child
was a traumatic time with a difficult divorce
but the courageous mother was full of faith
and determined that she would do everything
she could to succeed as a single parent
she found as many do that the gospel
when translated into action not only provides
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to solving many welfare problems but
can
also prevent them difficulties that
it
could lead to dependency can be resolved and
bring instead strength and happiness
this mother gathered her children about
her and explained their situation there
were back payments due on the house current
bills of every sort and no income they
could turn to others for help but if they
were willing to work together as a family
she thought they could keep their house and
they were
make it once more a happy home
willing every child who was old enough
a way to help earn some money
they
found
f
cut lawns delivered papers tended babies
collected aluminum cans did housework one
of the older children took the responsibility
for the gas bill another for the lights the
mother put her earnings toward the house
payments
spending
they limited other sp
ending to
bare necessities
in time the house payments were caught
up
they were able to meet their other
obligations and actually invest in some
small inexpensive properties they could fix
up to generate income
this enabled the
mother to be at home
with these ends achieved
the children no longer needed to contribute
all their earnings to the familys physical
requirements with freedom from financial
threat the mother now suggested to her
children that if they wanted to continue
to work they could attend college go on
missions and even travel and see the world
together
this has been done while fulfilling
all
carch
they are quick to
church obligations
their clrch
testify that the greatest reward they have
received from the experience of the past few
years has been their spiritual growth putting
such principles as love work service
self reliance and consecration into practice
has brought to the family the dignity of
accomplishment a unity of purpose and a
closeness to one another and to the lord that
is immediately apparent when one is in their
a key

10

company

in the midst of challenges it may be difficult
to recognize blessings certainly the principles this
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family learned are important for all of us to learn
brigman 1982 suggests the following characteristics or
skills as essential for a family to fare well in an

crisis

economic

commitment to the family as the

1

theme of

life

central

that
life
more

values persons
and relationships
than material things
3
the ability to perform family roles
feasibly and adapt to change
4
the ability to find satisfaction of
interests and needs within the family relationship
5
maturity and responsibility in group
problem solving
6
ability to mobilize personal and community
resources for the good of the whole family
7
unity in family objectives and the
ability to place family needs and objectives
above individual goals
good family and financial management
8
2

A

philosophy of

skills
9
ability to

use crisis as a means of
brigman
growth with and through other persons
1982r
1982

p

468

spiritual involvement
sharing spiritual experiences and

more

impo-

involving children in those experiences is
unifying force and a great blessing in our lives
children receive their own confirmation of gospel
rtantly

a

principles such as faith self reliance fasting
prayer and tithing as they apply the knowledge that is
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taught in church and by example at home they know the
blessings that come from uniting together as a family
owft
for a specific purpose they begin to build their own
offt
repertoire of spiritual experiences
family home evening is an opportunity to increase
knowledge and testimony of specific principles
requesting special blessings from the priesthood or uniting
together in faith and prayer builds spiritual depth and
family unity take for example the following experience
shared by a single mother
my daughter had an opportunity to sing with
her primary class in general conference
the
morning of thelong
the long awaited event arrived
daughterhad
daughter had become ill the night
however my daughten
before and it looked as if she would not able
to go she asked if the home teachers would
come over and give her a blessing
when they
arrived they briefly visited with my daughter
they blessed her that she would recover and
remain well at least long enough for her to
arence
erence
conference
attend conf
uniting the faith and prayers of the family
with those of the home teachers my daughter
recovered long enough to attend conference
and participate in this special event
though this experience may not seem dramatic it
proved to be a unifying experience for the family and
served to reconfirm some basic gospel principles faith
prayer and the gift of healing and the power of the
priesthood
these experiences provide the binding force which
disap
carries the family through times of frustration digap
pointment and even tragedy for this reason it is
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important that opportunities for spiritual experiences
be structured within the family lifestyle
opportunity
should also be sought to discuss these experiences
among one another
we
can be one
remember
important
to
is
that
it
in purpose even though we may have different means of
accomplishing that purpose we can be one in our

desire for truth even though
own

time and in our

own way

we may

all

pursue

of our

it

in our

efforts that

unify us that contribute to a feeling of oneness also
contribute to our spiritual growth ideally we will
quali
fing
eventually become one with the savior therefore qualifying
qualifing
to remain an eternal family unit
summary

in order for unity to exist in the family
love acceptance and support must be abiding feelings
beyond the verbal expression of love and appreciation
spending
spenden
spendin
there must follow acts that demonstrate love spen
din g
sharing spiritual
time playing and working together
experiences and overcoming challenges as a family not
only teaches and reinforces correct principles but
develops bonds of love and unity that cannot be broken
the savior has said if ye are not one ye are not
mine

love

D

a

&

C

28320
28370
28270
2827o
2827

by developing bonds of

family can experience this oneness

unity and
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listed several statements that apply
to the material you have just read ponder each of the
below are

statements to evaluate how you may be doing
1
do 1I demonstrate love to my
children in varying ways
2
what family traditions
have

we

how do

3

established
we saarif
sacrifice
sacrif ice and

share as

a

family

when do we work and

4

play

together
to reevaluate your
priorities and possibly establish some new goals for
additional insight you may want to refer to these books
wings A book of family tradiroots and wi
bateman H
book 1983
tions salt lake city deseret booky
M r giesea
R
the family idea book two
coletti
salt lake city deseret book 1982
dyer W creating closer familiesprinciples
families principles of
positive family interaction provo BYU press

for

some

you may want

1980

sony
Erick
enick
erickson

invest in the best
city Book
bookcraft
craf t 1983
bookcraf
K

your kids

salt lake

CHAPTER 4

parenting single style
train up a child in
the way he should go
and when he is old
he will not depart
from it
proverbs 226
love them simply love them
president joseph F smith wrote
you will keep your children close to
if
your
arms if
your hearty
clasp
of
the
within
heart
you love
you
make them

will

0

feel that

and keep them near to you they
rom you and they will
will not go very far ffrom
not commit any very great sin but it is
when you turn them out of the holer
hoier
hole turn them
hoie
out of your affection
that is what
drives them from you
you
your
wish
children to be
if
bauh
goshell if
gospell
taught
in the principles of the gospel
tauh
you wish them to love the truth and understand
you
them to be obedient to and
if with wish
it
your
you love them
themi
theml and prove
united
that
you do love them by your every word and act
ap 282 316
toward them 1966 pp
them

Is

0

this follows the saviors admonition when heg said
upon this commandment hang all the law and the
40
prophets matthew 2237
223740
too often we fail to realize that loving
0

0

consists not only of affection support and encouragement but also purposeful and meaningful interaction
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loving consists of using those oft heard words I love
you
but it also consists of using the word no when
1

appropriate

if

expect to be successful in influencing
the behavior of our children the first change in
we

behavior must be our own establishing better ways of
responding to our children is sometimes a long and
difficult process As we do we gain increased apprecia-

tion for what is required of
change

them when we ask them to

their behavior

first step

in gaining cooperation might
be to establish a positive loving relationship between
us and children
there are four elements suggested by
dinkmeyer and mckay 1976 which are fundamental to

the

this relationship

first

develop mutual respect

how

often

do we

feel that our children dont demonstrate much if any
respect for us maybe the first question we should ask
ourselves is have 1I taught them how to show respect
my
by my example
do 1I treat them with respect
experience has taught me that children tend to live up
to how they are treated if we treat them as brats
or as brains
responsible or negligent a
blessing or a problem the label will often influences their behavior
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take time for fun joseph smith gave
us an example by the rollicking and arm wrestling he
participated in prior to soliciting help from the
brethren too often we are so anxious to get something
accomplished that we force our children to comply
rather than earn their cooperation by first doing
something they enjoy
each day our children can have a
second

few minutes of our undivided

third

attention

provide enco
uragement
encouragement
una
ura gement

more when someone

believes in us

As

we

all

parents

achieve
we

are

the primary source of encouragement for our children
when they are experiencing negative influences outside
the home we may be the only ones to help them encouragement often consists of minimizing the mistakes while
recognizing the assets of the child

fourth communicate love actually the
previous suggestions are themselves acts of love they
are an expression of our attitude toward our children
verbally some non
both verbally and non
nonverbally
verbal signs
nonverbal
such as pats hugs or kisses especially when unexpected
are extremely important despite what we may think we
are always communicating to our children if our words
are not congruent with our actions then they will be
confused

apprehensive and distrustful
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communication

communication

skills in the

academic

literature

into components are essentially
gospel principles for instance we are encouraged to
be clear direct and congruent in expressing ourselves
to be clear direct and congruent is to be honest not
rude we simply represent what we are saying accurately
too frequently we say one thing verbally while feeling
we may think no one
something quite different inside
can tell but our actions and feelings will eventually
when broken down

incongruence
in congruency sometimes we even deceive
reveal our incongruency
ourselves if we habitually rationalize justify our
own behavior or blame and find fault in others these
are sure signs that we are deceiving ourselves until
we are able to resolve our incongruency
incongruence
in congruency we will frequently
have difficulty communicating clearly and openly with
others
open communication
open communication means expressing ourselves

without fear of rejection alienation or reprisals we
are able to express ourselves openly because we feel
confident that our opinions and feelings will be res
pecked
pected there is a feeling of acceptance support and
unconditional love which frees us to be ourselves
though the actions of another should not inhibit our
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agency

we

will not likely express ourselves freely

around those who are

critical
be

and judgmental
judg mental

responsible

another aspect of communication associated
with agency is the idea that we should speak only for
ourselves we can never say for sure what another
person s actions motives or feelings are therefore
we should not judge condemn another by speaking
for them however when we express ourselves by talking
about our feelings it allows others to understand
us

better

listening with the heart
true understanding comes from listening with
the heart too often we are preoccupied with thinking
about what we are going to say listening with the
heart is diligently seeking to understand the other
persons
thoughts
thoughtsr feelings and actions we should
personis thoughtsr

first

to understand and then seek to be understood
the theories of men though helpful in adding
to our knowledge and understanding about communication
may cloud our thinking if totally relied on
such
reliance also inhibits our ability to respond to the
spirit the following story illustrates compassion
mercy and forgiveness
great principles for a child to
forgivenessgreat
learn from experiences
one summer morning
1I told my mom 1I was
going out to the playground
she said okay
seek
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not to come running back in with
muddy feet because she was in the middle of
washing and waxing the floor
she repeated
the statement again for emphasis as 1I scampered
out the door in a pair of cutoffs barefoot
1I must have played for an
and shirtless
hour and at least half of that time was
spent in the mud then knowing my mom would
probably be finished with the floor and would
read to me 1I ran home full of boyish excitement
and vigor
that same vigor kept me and my
mud
covered feet going right up the steps
mudcovered
through the door and halfway onto the nearly
and wax job my mother was still
washandwax
finished wash
stooped over
not waiting for a reaction and not wanting
to leave my sin half finished 1I ran across
the rest of the floor into my parents room
and slammed the door shut
not knowing if 1I
should jump out the second story window or if
just hiding under the bed would do 1I burst
into tears and hurled my small body onto the
bed and prepared myself for the possibility
great grandfather sooner
of meeting my great
greatgreatgrandfather
than 1I had expected
1I heard the door open quietly and looked
over
oh good 1I tough
she wasnt carrying
a heated poker paddle switch anything
before she could say anything 1I cried out
mom you dont love me
which she
to
1
do anything
repied I do love you and 1I gil
lepied
ill
to prove it
she then picked up my filthy
muddy feet and kissed them
needless to say
that experience taught me a great deal about
the meaning of repentance and forgiveness
1983t p 54
holland 1983
to be truly sensitive to the needs of a child
comes as a result of following the spirit
logic and

but told

me

ill
ili

0

0

0

reasoning are not enough to sufficethe
suffice the willingness to
love and to care
even in
love is essential to communication
times of conflict and anger love opens rather than

closes doors
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it

one day when circumstances made
necessary
for me to be at home at an unusual time 1I
witnessed from another room how our eleven
sony just returning from school was
yean
year
oid son
old
yearold
directing ugly words towards his younger
sister1 they were words that offended me words
I had never thought our son would use
that
my first natural reaction in my anger was to
get up and go after him fortunately 1I had
to walk across the room and open a door
before 1I could reach him and 1I remembered in
those few seconds 1I fervently prayed to my

heavenly father to help me to handle the
peace
1I was no
came over me
situation
longer angry
our son being shocked to see me home was
with fear when 1I approached him to
filled
my surprise 1I heard myself saying
welcome
home son
and 1I extended my hand as a
greeting and then in a fformal
ormal
ormai
ornal style 1I

invited him to sit close to me in the living
1I heard myself
room for a personal talk
expressing my love for him 1I talked with
him about the battle that every one of us has
to fight each day within ourselves
As 1I expressed my confidence in him he
hearsy
broke into tearsy
tears confessing his unworthiness
now
and condemning himself beyond measure
my
was
role to put his transgression in
it
the proper perspective and to comfort him A
wonderful spirit came over us and we ended
up crying together hugging each other in
finally
in joy what could have
love and fanally
inally
been a disastrous confrontation between
father and son became through the help from
the powers above one of the most beautiful
experiences of our relationship that we both
ap 96
99
82 pp
1982
or gotten busche 19
have never fforgotten
9699
opportunities to teach our children may come
j

upon us unexpectedly

0

cannot wait until such moments
must be spiritually prepared

we

present themselves we
for them to occur every day however we need not only
prepare for the unexpected we should actively seek to
make opportunities to communicate with each member of
the family
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family

home

evening as

a

communicating experience

are diligent in our committment to hold
family home evening once a week we will find it to be a
rewarding experience for the entire family
presenting
lessons participating in activities playing together
even just being
beina together can help develop bonds of love
belna
and provide opportunity for meaningful communication
the more time spent together in an atmosphere of love
and understanding the more such togetherness will be
valued by all ffamily
amily members
family councils
A
isa
ls
counci forum for discussion
holding ffamily
amily councils on a regular basis
provides an opportunity for family members to plan
goals activities and fulfill unexpected assignments
familyr
within the family
familar church or community as well as discuss
sometimes an individual in the family
family concerns
will want input from the family concerning a personal
problem resolving concerns or problems are often
accomplished by using the following steps
problem solving

if

we

problems are a daily part of family

life

consider the following approach to solving problems the
next time the family meets together
1
identify the problem clearly
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brainstorm ideas to solve the problem
even illogical suggestions should be voiced for they may
inspire better ideas
3
evaluate the proposed solutions and identify
the three most likely possibilities
4
select the solution most likely to succeed
5
implement the solution
personal talk time
in addition to family council some families
on one
have found it helpful to schedule personal one
oneonone
time with each child time may be spent together at a
crean or simply at home the
movie over an ice cream
encouragement and express
purpose is to listen give encouragment
love when appropriate such time should conclude
with prayer
2

disciple
discipl
ne
discipline

necessary
to discipline children
is
it
if a child needs discipline we should be sure our
motives are to help the child not vent our frustrations
to be sure that we have the right motives we should
first examine our relationship with our heavenly father
second evaluate our relationship with important others
in our life and third examine our relationship with
sometimes

the child before the incident usually if these
relationships are in order we can be fairly sure that
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our motives for disciplining the child will be for the

childs

own good

if

we

fall short in

these relationships
should consider doing what one single parent mother
we

any of

did

to the time 1I obtained a divorce my ex
husband had been the primary source of authority
in our home he was accustomed to obtaining
obedience from the children through physical
force and punishment 1I realized that emotionally
nally 1I couldnt bring myself to discipline
tio
my children the way he had and spiritually 1I
knew there must be a better way
consequently 1I decided to find a better way
to obtain obedience from my three children
1I decided to try cooperation rather than
fear
fear and force have no place in the
kingdom because they do not produce moral
actions and are contrary to gods gift of
free agency packer 1982 p 253
cooperation through incentives
1I began by giving the
children nickels when
thechildren
they demonstrated sufficient cooperation the nickels
they earned were then placed in the childrens jars
when they had saved a specified
missionary fund
amount of money they were allowed to remove 100
loo
1.00
100 to
up

spend on themselves

this

was a beginning and

it

1
to have several advantages
it helped them
to think more in terms of cooperation 2 they were
learning how to save their money and 3 they had
begun their missionary funds
however this method also presented some problems
since 1I worked much of the day my children had

seemed
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before receiving their nickels
1I
sometimes too long after the act to be reinforcing
also found it difficult to keep a sufficient supply of
nickels on hand
1I decided to f
find
ind a better way 1I substituted
the nickels with coupons 1I created from ideas suggested
in a family home evening lesson that way each child
could be rewarded more immediately for their cooperation
and the supply of coupons would be easy to maintain
when at work 1I would call home sometimes three or four
times throughout the day if all was well each child
received a coupon at the end of the day 1I would
exchange their coupons for nickels
this seemed to
increase their cooperation even more however 1I soon
were they really learning the right
became concerned
were they expecting monetary payment
pies
principles
princi ples
my concern
every time they did that which was good
soon became a reality
they began asking for coupons
for everything they did 1I needed to find a better

to wait until 1I got

home

system

beginning to feel overwhelmed by the many
roles 1I was playing mother fathers
father worker student
etc and now 1I was struggling with how 1I was going to
1I

was

a

maintain the order and cooperation 1I
to establish in our family

was

just beginning
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ignoring
1I

isnt

the answer

would often come home

tired after

worke
wonk dreading the thoughts of having to be
work
workr

days
the discia

plinarian
pil
pli narian
nanian of having to deal with arguing comp
complaings
complaints
laings
various forms of misbehavior 1I found
myself ignoring my real stewardship as a mother torn
between having to be a disciplinarian and yet wanting
to be liked 1I found myself not following through with
1I reasoned
family rules
after all 1I am with them
1I dont want my
such a short period of time each day
interaction with them to be all scolding and correcting
1I felt guilty that 1I had to be away so much
that they
didnt have a dad and that they didnt have a lot of
things that their friends had 1I discovered that my
guilt was setting me up to be manipulated by my children
my
1
me
long
to
I
allowed
take
realize
that
if
it didnt
inconsistencies to continue my children would become
a ted and eventually resentful toward me
fruster
another
anocher
anothe
frustrated
frustr
mer
concern came to me
met what are my children learning from
their experiences during the hours that 1I am gone each
demands and

day

pian
plan carry out and evaluate
1I wanted to have input as to what my children
were learning whether they were at the babysitters at
school or at home this prompted me to seek a better

iii
ili
ill
way

to teach

them

principlest especially during
correct principles

the time that 1I was

away from
rom them
f nom

recalled a three step learning process taught
1
plan 2 carry
in a teacher development course
1I wanted to teach my
out the plan and 3 evaluate
children how to implement this learning process themselves
to help them understand how to make better choices when
1I wasnt with them
way
a
serve
would
as
to
also
it
show them how their behavior directly affected themselves
and others
every evening prior to ffamily
amily prayer we would
talk together about the events of the day the first
1I

question 1I would ask

that

happened today

respond as

we

was

what was the most fun thing

each child was given a turn to

all relived the

joy and excitement of the

days events
next 1I would ask

was

there anything you

or was there
could have done to make the day better
wasn
anything that happened today that gasn
wasntt very

pleasant

to always be an assortment
by sharing their problems
of problems that had occurred
and discussing them openly the children began to understand how their attitudes and behaviors affected them and
their relationships with others
the next question 1I asked was if the same
thing were to happen tomorrow how would you handle it

there

seemed
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differently
tives they

then discussed specific alternabegan to understand that they had more
we

control over what happened to them then they first
realized and that they were largely responsible for the

their choices

outcomes of
we

would then plan the upcoming day

our

wean
wear
discussion revolved around which clothes to weary
homework to be done appointments to be kept and
other duties and responsibilities necessary for making
the next day a good one
sometimes as we would discuss the upcoming
day 1I would learn of a particular concern which had
not been mentioned earlier in our discussion when
on one time to discuss
necessary 1I would provide one
oneonone
apprehensions give encouragement and when appropriate
we would even role play a solution to a potential

problem

the following morning

just before family
briefly review with each

prayer and breakfast 1I would
child their particular goal for the day to reinforce
what we had talked about 1I would call out as 1I left for
work

would

that evening
it
begin the process all over again
evaluating
againevaluating
remember

successes

make

a good day

reviewing concerns

alternatives

and again

discussing

we
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it

may seem

like this

would involve a

lot
this

of

time but once we got into the habit of doing
every day we realized it took much less time than we
expected we also realized that sharing our experiences

planning and discussing things as
worth the time and effort

a

family was well

makina decisions
involve children in making
of all the approaches 1I used to encourage
cooperation 1I found that involving the children in
making decisions

to

successful whenever
we needed to plan or solve a problem 1I ffound
ound the children
aund
eager to contribute their ideas and more willing to
cooperate if they were allowed to have input in the
decision 1I was also often surprised at the creative
suggestions they were able to come up with more
surprising was the change in their attitude as their
ideas and suggestions were used
one one occasion 1I approached my children about
1I had
a decision that would affect the whole family
just been paid there was enough money to pay the rent
and tithing but we would be left with only 11.00
1100 to
gas
two
on
next
weeks
for
the
for the car would
live
cost 800
8.00
800 a week 1I assured the children that we
could pay tithing with the second check and asked them
1I was surprised at
what they thought we should do
their response without hesitation each agreed that we
be the most

114
1I wrote the check out and
should pay tithing first
placed it in the tithing envelope while whispering a small
prayer 1I prayed that the childrens faith in the

principle of tithing

would be confirmed

1
I expect the confirmation to be so
did
little
immediate
within twenty minutes the mail arrived in
20.00
the mail was a letter from my parents along with 2000
2000
pleased 1I was thrilled 1I dont
the children were pleasedi
think it even occurred to them that it could have
possibly turned out otherwise this experience not
only reconfirmed my faith in the law of tithing but my
confidence in my childrens ability to make good deci-

sions
not

all

of our decisions were
vere as clearly defined
or easy to make as this one sometimes in order to

ensure

childrens success in

decisions
was
necessary
to provide them with choices defined
it
within certain limits this gave them greater direction
while allowing them the opportunity to make a decision
that would likely succeed for instance when purchasing
clothing 1I would select several items that would be
budget and
acceptable both in appearance and within our budgetand
then allow them to make the final selection
aching restonsibility
teaching
responsibility
while making decisions we also discussed the
responsibility which accompanies the decision in
my

making
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each child learned to accept responsibility
for the success or consequences of the decision this
approach is sometimes referred to as natural and logical
consequences dinkmeyer & mckay 1976
this helps

that

way

teach children responsilibty based on correct principles
teaching children responsibility is also an act of
love
the following is a summary of dinkmeyer
mckays application of natural and logical consequences
1
natural and logical consequences require
children to be responsible for their own
behavior
2
natural consequences are those which
permit children to learn from the natural
world for example
order of the physical worldfor
that not eating is followed by hunger
3
logical consequences are those which
permit children to learn from the reality of
orden
the social orderfor
order foe
for example children who
do not get up on time may be late to school
and have to make up work
4
for consequences to be effective the
children involved must see them as logical
5
the purpose of using natural and logical
consequences is to motivate children to make
responsible decisions not to force their
submission consequences are effective only
&

if
and controlling

you avoid having hidden motives of winning

firmness refers
to your followthrough
follow through behavior kindness
refers to the manner in which you present the
choices
7
talk less act more
6

be both firm and kind
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8

they

when you do things for children that
can do for themselves you are robbing

them of

selfrespect
self respect

and

responsibility

in applying logical consequences
provide choices and accept the childs
a
decision be a parent of good will
toward your children
As you follow through with a conseb
quence assure children that they may
try again later
c
is repeated extend
if the misbehavior
the time that must elapse before the
child tried again
10
be patient it will take time for natural and
logical consequences to be effective parents
9

handbook

1976f
1976

p

83

of course we cannot always anticipate childrens
behavior even though fundamental rules are established
and

clearly understood our children

may

choose to act

against what they know to be acceptable the following
experience serves as a good illustration
one sunday morning as the family was preparing
four year old daughter refused
for church my fouryearold
to put on her shoes
she decided she didnt
having
want to wear shoes to church today
recently been schooled in the merits of
natural and logical consequences 1I decided to
put them to the test cheerfully 1I ushered
amily to the car noting that it was a
the ffamily
warm spring morning 1I pretended not to notice
1I
my daughter wasnt wearing her shoes
parked the car so that we had to walk across
some gravel before reaching the smooth pavement
though other parents and children
commented on her not having shoes 1I simply
smiled and continued cheerfully into church
1I still
when church was over we returned home
my
1
figured
I
mentioned
shoes
the
hadnt
daughter had already reaped the natural
consequences of her choice
there was no
doing
need to scold or meet out punishment
so may have brought some dissapproval
diss approval from
other wellmeaning
well meaning parents but my greatest
concern was to allow my daughter to learn
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consequencesfrom
from an
natural and logical consequences
experience that was relatively safe
of course nothing should be done that would
seriously jeapordize a childs physical or emotional
wellbeing
well being As stated earlier the consequences should
be natural and logical
it is up to the parent to
decide what is reasonable and correct even if it may
deviate from the shoulds outlined by the experts
from

summary

once again we return to the theme

that love is

the variable that determines the degree to which we are
able to succeed as a parent we must follow the golden
rule especially with our children do unto others as
you would have them do unto you
by treating our
children with love and respect we are more likely to

receive the

same from them

our communications should express love

by

the

posture we use
listening with a desire to understand expresses real
caring the way we correct and teach our children
should reflect true principles such as patience
cooperation and love there are times when we must
discipline our children but we must also remember that
fear and force have no place in the kingdom packer
1982
it is important to allow for free agency while
teaching correct principles As parents we should
realize that our desire our willingness to succeed as
choice of words

tone of voice

and
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parent may be more important than worrying about
obtaining specific parenting skills or abilities
respect
ctr
the following story illustrates courage respe
trust and love between a child and parent and may
serve as a reminder of the principles discussed in this
chapter
a

THE RACE

by dee groberg

give up youre beaten
plead
they shout at me and
andplead
you
much
too
against
just
theres you
cant succeed
this time
and as 1I start to hand my head
in front of failures face
my downward f
is broken by
fall
fali
the memory of a race

quit

now

ail
all
ali

and hope refills my weakened
As 1I recall that scene

will
for just the thought of that short race
rejuvenates my being
race
childrens
nowy
now

A

young boys

young men

well
excitement
Excite mentr sure but also fear
it wasnt hard to tell
they all lined up so full of hope
each thought to win that race
or tie for first or if not that
at least take second place
nowr 1I remember

fathers watched from off the side
each cheering for his son
and each boy hoped to show his dad
that he would be the one
the whistle blew and off they went
young hearts and hopes afire
to win to be the hero there
was each young boys desire
and
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and one boy in particulari
particulars
particulari
whose dad was in the crowd
was running

dad

my

will

near the lead
be so proud

and thought

1

but as they speeded down the field
across a shallow dip
the little boy who thought to win
lost his step and slipped
trying hard to catch himself
flew
his hands ffiew
lew out to brace
and mid the laughter of the crowd
ace
he ffeli
fell ffiat
flat on his fface
so down he fell and with him hope

ell lat
eli

he

couldnt

embarrassed

win

sad

it
he

now

only wished

to disappear somehow
but as he fell his dad stood up
and showed his anxious face
which to the boy so clearly said
get up and win the race
he quickly rose no damage done

behind a bit thats all
and ran with all his mind and might

for his fall
so anxious to restore himself
sor
sot
to catch up and to win
his mind went faster than his legs
he slipped and fell again
he wished then he had quit before
with only one disgrace
hopeless as a runner now
im
1I shouldnt try to race
but in the laughing crowd he searched
and found his fathers
ls face
father
that steady look that said again
get up and win the race
so he jumped up to try again
ten yards behind the last
to gain those yards he thought
if im
move
got
to
real fast
ive

to

make up
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Ex
exceeding
exceding
ceding everything he had
he regained eight or ten

but trying so hard to catch the lead
he slipped and fell again
defeat he lay there silently

tear dropped from his eye
running any more
theres no sense out
why try
three stikes im
the will to rise had disappeared
away
hope had ffied
led
all
led
so far behind so error prone
closer all the way
so whats the use
he thought
ive lost
live with my disgrace
but then he thought about his dad
a

ill

son

who

held
hed have to face

get up and echo sounded low
get up and take your place
you were not meant for failure here
get up and win the race
with borrowed will get up it said
you

havent lost at all
for winnings no more than this
to rise each time you fall
so
sor
sot up he rose to run once more

and with a new commit
he resolved that win or lose
at least he wouldnt quit

so

far behind the others

now

the most held
hed ever been
gave
he
he
had
all
still
it
and ran as though to win
three times held
hed fallen stumbling
three times held
hed rose again
too far behind to hope to win
he still ran to the end
they cheered the winning runner
As he crossed the line first place
head high and proud and happy
no falling no disgrace
but when the fallen youngster
crossed the finish line last place
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the crowd gave him the greater cheer
for finishing the race
and even though he came in last
with head bowed low unproud
you would have thought he won the race
to listen to the crowd
and to his dad he sadly said
1
I didnt do so well
to me you won his father said
you rose each time you fell
and now when things seem dark and hard
and difficult to face
the memory of that little boy
helps me in my race
for all of life is like that race
with ups and downs and all
and all you have to do to win
Is rise each time you ffail
fall
your1re
quit give up yourre
beaten
bourre
they still shout in my face
but another voice within me says
get up and win the race

all
ail
ali

checklist
below are listed several statements that apply
to the material you have just read ponder each of
the statements to evaluate
1

how you may be

when do we communicate

well

as a family
2

when do 1I

children are saying
do 1I involve the children
in solving family problems

what
3

really listen to

my

doing
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do we hold family

4

council

regularly to plan activities
solve problems and set goals
for some you may want to reevaluate your
priorities and possibly establish some new goals for
er to these books
additional insight you may want to nef
ref
refer
pagent
palent salt
beckerttr C so you want to succeed as a parent
becken
Becker
lake city bookcraft 1982
parents handbook
mckay G D
dinkmeyer D
handboo
systematic training for effective paren
parenting
daren
&

1976

eyre

R

&

teaching children responsibil
responsibility

L

lake city deseret book company 1982
J S punishment or discipline
flake L E
the ensign october 1983
&

salt

CHAPTER 5

gospel oriented teaching moments
and all thy children shall
be taught of the lord and
great shall be the peace
of thy children
3 nephi 2213
many single parent mothers are faced with the
challenge of providing for both the spiritual and
more often than
temporal welfare of their families
not these demands seem to oppose each other
however
both these demands can be met
consider what one

single parent mother did to meet this challenge
the decision to move had seemed right in
act 1I knew it was right because of the way
ffact
opportunities had been presenting themselves
to me yet everything seemed so overwhelming
here 1I was
wast recently divorced in a new
community with a new job
the children had
no new friends and 1I had to be away ffrom
rom
ron
home for more than nine hours a day
the challenges before me were tough ones
how could 1I raise my children when 1I wasnt
home
how could 1I teach them values responsibility
sibi lity and the gospel when the short time 1I
had at home was taken up by the necessary
tasks of preparing meals housekeeping
shopping mending car maintenance and so
pressures alone created frusforth these
a
patience
of
loss
tration for me 1I ffeit
felt
elt
eit
spoke angry words and had anything but the
of peace and love that 1I wanted to give
spirit
my children
in their young lives my children already had
experienced many changesseveral
changes several moves new
friends different teachers and new church
of course the most significant
leaders
1I realized 1I would
change was the divorce
be the only constant influence my children
would have in their lives
123
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but since 1I had to be

away ffrom
nom
rom home so
1I would not be a constant

afraid
influence 1I worried about what would happen
to them both physically and spiritually
then 1I realized that there was someone who
could always be with themy
them someone they could
1I made sure
on the savior
always depend onthe
that when 1I was home 1I helped them develop a
constant undeviating reliance on him As a
well being
better about their wellbeing
result 1 1Iwasfeltgone
during the day though 1I
while I
my
1
spend
wished
I
time at home instead
still
of work
1I didnt really know my efforts were having
any impact on my children until one day when
1I stayed home from work because 1I was not
about 230 pm my son arrived home
well
he called out a greeting from
from school
the kitchen and informed me that he was
A few minutes later 1I
going out to play
heard him come back into the house since he
often had a friend with him 1I called Is
1I

much

was

anyone with you
yes
he said
1I listened for a moment but didnt hear any
talking just the typical sounds of a hungry
boy opening of the refrigerator the chair

being moved across the kitchen floor and the
1I called
cupboard doors opening and closing
out again Is bryce with you

replied
1
I thought you said you were not alone
mei
mel he said
jesus is with me
not
im
was
in a tone that hinted of impatience
it
you
were
as
he
saying
should
almost
if
know you were the one who taught me
from this experience 1I learned that we can
make the savior a real part of our lives
no

what

he

better

model could 1I use

the savior represents all that we can become
easy
especially
for children to relate to the
is
it
S
avi 0r
to reinforce their relationship with the
savior
savior we should share with our children the many
stories and parables about him found in the new
testament
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learn the parables
familiarizing ourselves with stories from the
scriptures is helpful to draw upon when teaching moments
present themselves one of the best ways ffor
or us to
become familiar with these parables is to read them to
our children in simplified form during family home
evening family scriptures or at bedtime
in this way
everyone gains a mutual understanding of the parables
when a teaching
and stories concerning the savior
moment presents itself the appropriate parable or story
only needs to be mentioned to make the point
in fact
we
by
probably
preparation
such
is
ourselves
that
it
can create or recognize teaching moments when they
come
teaching moments may be more in our hearts than
when we teach we are sharing
in our circumstances
more than knowledge we are sharing ourselves
for example when a child misses a meal a
natural consequence for being late you can empathize
with our childr
child and then remind him of the story of the
ten virgins five of whom were prepared five who were
A statement such as
not
think how fortunate you
have been to have learned this lesson by only temporarily
missing out on a small blessing dinner rather than
you can
permanently losing an important blessing
then teach them more about preparation or commitment
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ex ermence
teach by experience
erience
children under the age of six learn best
a
young
hand
through
example
experience
throughfirst
for
first
child who tramples the neighbors flowers could earn
money for seeds and help plant them
this experience
could provide a foundation for a fuller understanding
1982 relief society
of restitution and repentance
what
sometime simply asking the question
manual
would jesus do
is enough to teach a lesson or caution
a child
such teaching moments present themselves daily
asking our heavenly father to help us become more aware

of these teaching moments and for the inspiration
necessary to teach our children effectively will bring
a feeling of joy and spiritually into our lives and the
lives of our children
through these opportunities we teach our children
of the saviors love
iove they learn the importance of the
we
can encourage them
made
our
he
in
behalf
sacrifice
again
to nurture the desire to once ag
aln live with him
ain
m
more importantly we provide them
the and ourselves with
the perfect model to exemplify
one evening in early spring my fiveyearold
five year old
son and 1I were watching television
suddenly
a newscaster interrupted the program
A
neeze
severe storm was moving in and a ffreeze
reeze
warning was issued
we hurried outside to see what the weather
we
was like
was
quickly
getting
cold
it
decided we had better cover our garden before
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As we were
the weather turned any worse
studying the situation a neighbor saw us and
he
offered to help us cover our garden
suggested we buy some black plastic to use as
we hurried down to the store and
covering
purchased the plastic from the outdoor nursery
speaking with the clerk we
after briefly
hurried home
with our neighbors help we covered the
garden and went inside at my sons suggestion
we made some hot chocolate to share with our
helpful neighbor who was still working outside
in the cold
then my son got another idea
take
lets
some hot chocolate to the clerk at the store
now 1I must admit 1I wasnt too fond of the
we
idea but his enthusiasm won me over
prepared the hot chocolate and drove back to
the outside nursery
when we got there 1I stopped a few yards back
from the entrance while my son hopped out of
the car carrying a cup of hot chocolate in
his hand he marched through the open gate
and up to the clerk
the clerk was clearing
out the cash register while two other fellows
were quickly closing the nursery since the
storm was moving in so rapidly
from my position 1I could see the look of
surprise and pleasure on the face of the
clerk the wave of his hand meant a lot but
my
was
compared
nothing
to
sons demeanor
it
as he was returning to the car
he was
walking with a lilt in his step that literally
he was beaming from
took him off the ground
As
ear to ear his whole body was smiling
he swung open the car door and hopped inside
he captured the true essence of what he had
just done when he said golly this must
my
be what
like to live with jesus
children were learning what 1I hoped they
would learn
influencing through visual stimuli
there are many fun and creative ways to influence
the lives of our children which require little effort
yet create a feeling of spirituality in the home for
example pictures from primary sunday school or

its
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family

home

evening lessons should be given recognition

special place charts constructed for a lesson
could be left up for some time to reinforce the principle
taught
1I remember one particular chart 1I used in a
family home evening lesson to portray good
one half of the chart was painted
and evil
black representing satans influence
the
other half was yellow representing the light
of christ 1I used feet cut out of construction
paper with the name of each member of the
when a problem
family written on them
are
arose all that was needed was to ask
your steps walking toward the light or away
from the light
the point was made simply
yet vividly
influencing through music
and a

how

influential

can music be

comforted by the assurance that there
will be beautiful music in heaven and for
that 1I am most grateful some say there will
be no music in that other place but then
some sounds that pass for music wro
babiy
bably
probably
Tro
dro
belong in that other place
kimball 1982
1I

am

P

4

much

has been said about the use and abuse of

we
our
music today
increase
is
that
critical
it
awareness of the kind of music our children listen to

and

its effect

on them

church
urch music was used
in the early days of the ch
to lift the spirits of the saints the lord has said
my soul deligh
delighteth
teth in the song of the heart yea the
song of the righteous is a prayer unto me and it shall
be answered with a blessing upon

2512

most of the hymns in the

their
LDS

heads

D

&

C

church contain
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valuable messages
selves

of them are sermons in them-

poor wayfaring man of

grief
1
amazed
I
stand
all
1
I know that my redeemer lives
oh my father
songs are meant to inspire
come come ye saints
press
on
Us
all
let
the spirit of god like a fire is burning
we
god
A

some

many

thank thee oh

for

a

prophet

other songs encourage righteous habits
choose the right
have 1I done any good in the world today
ere you left your room this morning
let Us oft speak kind words to each other
for youngsters there are many uplifting songs
learned in primary children love to sing them
they
are especially thrilled when given the chance to perform
them for the rest of the family
1
I am a child of god
jesus once was a little child
book of mormon stories
1
niI want to live the gospel
additional songs can be found in other church
publications such as the family home evening manuals
manual
eray
era and the friend also private enterprises
enar
the new enay
are publishing a wide variety of songs which teach
when desired these tapes and
gospel principles
records may be used to supplement or replace rock
music

or watching television
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there is

still

another

wholesome music in the home

way

how

good
to provide goody
compose your own

all that is necessary is a little imagination and a lot
of desire
children love to hear their names in a
spur
of the moment song that is made up just for them
spurofthemoment
influencing through structured experiences
we have talked about creating teaching moments
through sight and sound now let us consider experiencing
it through structured experiences if children do not
want to sing or if they simply need a little more
variety involve them in dancing
music also may be used to involve small
childrenthrough
dance sad
the
children through dance
how
one
might
be
because
told
thats
little
when they disobeyed the
nephites
the Nep
hites now
felt
so
they have repented
lord
nephites
dance happy the way the Nep
hites felt when
ap 66
73
they obeyed card 1977 pp
6673
many

example

stories

families have yearly traditions

for

christmas celebration can include acting out
from the scriptures such as the birth of

christ
the children get older the stories and
the actions can be a little more sophisticated
laman and lemuel must be sullen and unrespon
sponsive
sive joseph smith must be on fire with
indignation as he rebukes the guards in
missouri ruth must be loving and naomi is
kind as she tries to turn her daughterinlaw
daughter in law
away
A lot can be learned by improvised
role playing just select the issue or
subject and let them play it out card
As

ap
1977
1977r pp

66 73
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consider using as many of the senses as possible
sight sound touch taste and smell by doing so
acting becomes more fun and more impressionable
gospel influences in solving problems

often do we wish that we didnt have to nag
our children to get them to do what is right
if only
way
we could ffind
more
put
one
which
of the
another
ind
responsibility for doing what is right on our children
rather than on us
consider the approach this one
how

mother used

friend gave us a white concave
plaque of the saviors face
plaque
this
provides a rather interesting optical illusion
no matter where we are in the room the
gentle loving eyes of the savior seem to
a
good
as
serves
reminder
follow us
it
we do not display this plaque as a
to us
symbol of worship but rather to represent our
ome
need and desire for his presence in our hhome
and in our lives
occasionally when harsh words are being
spoken or when there is arguing or bickering
a
needed
reminder of our
that
is
is
all
the children know that we are
visitor
responsible for the peace and cooperation
in our home especially if we are going to be
worthy of his presence
asking the question
causes
could jesus come into our home today
the children to pause and reflect on the
obviously if we
attitude inhimourtoohome
much then such a statement
referred to
would soon lose its impact
therefore it is
necessary to be selective when referring to
some time ago a

him

in thi
this
thl s

way

or singing a song such as let Us oft
can also get the message across
speak kind words
humming

without saying any more
sometimes humor is more
effective than a lecture what is important to remember
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is to

do what

is right for the

moment

one mother

solution
one day 1I overheard my two young daughters
quarreling over the use of their toys after
thinking a moment 1I entered their room and
had them tell me the name of their best
friend when each had replied 1I introduced
them to each other as their best friend
using the names they had given me amazingly
they played contented the remainder of the
day
they treated each other as if they were
playing with their best ffriend
at
the
riend
end of the day we discussed the importance of
treating everyone in our family as our best
friend

shared

a

take more time but it is
often the most effective and rewarding way to teach
children remember feelings of love unity and harmony
are nutrients that feed the blossoming child
in
return we reap a happy confident child who is better
being imaginative

may

prepared to face the challenges of life
pravel
the influence of prayer
granted we wont always have the answers
sometimes the lightness of songs humor or pretending
the
will not be appropriate in a sensitive moment

following

illustrates

problem that was not to be
taken lightly but was resolvedwith
resolved with prayer
one afternoon when my son arrived home from
tery As 1I looked
wintery
sintery
school it was wet and win
down at his feet 1I noticed the shoes we had
purchased for him only two months earlier and
had totally fallen apart
the soles had
cracked and the seams were coming apart
his
feet were wet and he looked totally dejected
cry but
cry not a wh
whinning
chinning
then he began to crynot
inning
a cry from
when will 1I be able
the heart
fromthe
to get some good shoes he asked my heart
a
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ached for him as 1I struggled for an answer
1I answered
As soon as payday arrives
600
6.00
right now we only have goo
600 to last until

the end of the month
just then his sister reminded him that he
had received a letter from gramps
he had
signed a contract with gramps earlier that if
his writing improved he would be awarded
1000
10.00
1000 he rushed to the kitchen to get the
sure enough it contained a letter of
letter
congratulations and the coveted 10.00
1000 that
now we had
1I knew
was a start
16.00
1600
that to get a good pair of leather shoes for
20.00
his
2000
winter we would need about 2000
5.00
the 500
500 she had
sister offered to lendwe him
now had 2100
21.00
earned babysitting
2100 that
was enough to go shopping so off we went
we pulled up in front of the first shoe store
1I
and began to get out
then 1I hesitated
impressed that we should say a word of
felt
1I told my son to get back in
prayer first
1I informed him that we were making
the car
a pretty important decision we needed to
make the best choice possible concerning the
quality of the shoes and at the price we
1I suggested that we have a
could afford
prayer before going in
1I had no more
1I began to offer the prayer
than addressed heavenly father when suddenly
1I knewy
knesy
knew without a doubt that my son should
1I turned to
be the one offering the prayer
my son and shared my feelings with him
he
he told me that he just couldnt pray
was really struggling to hold back the tears
1I told him that we would wait until he was
1I explained why 1I couldnt do it for
ready
my
him
place the lord wanted to
wasnt
it
hear from him we sat there for a few moments
upy
apy when 1I heard my
1I was just about to give up
son offer a meek humble prayer for the guidance
we went insidey
we needed
insides and began comparing
ineide
inside
quality and prices at several stores we
ffinally
anally decided to buy 516a pair of shoes that
inally
5
costy
cost with the tax
less than what we
had
As 1I began to pay the clerk 1I commented about
our bad luck with the last pair we had purhe hesitated and then suggested that
chased
we try to return them to the store we had
we
a
he
purchased them from
had
sale
fromhe lost
we rushed
never thought about doing that
home to get the ruined shoes and returned
9
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to the store where we had purchased
them
they exchanged them ffor
or a good pair of
leather shoes and we paid the difference
314
3.14
314
As we search for ways to be creative in teaching
our children to use gospel principles we will also
them
0

0

find answers to our own questions in life
the organization of gods kingdom
from time to time 1I have heard the statement
1
I cant have family home evening because 1I dont have
we
way
a priesthood bearer in my home
the
is
that
if
think we are probably looking for an excuse we dont
need to have a priesthood bearer in our home in order
to have a gospel centered family
the organization of gods kingdom may be
compared to a large family unit comprised of smaller
family units
this would include such units as the
immediate family extended family the ward family the
stake family and so on with the purpose of providing
support guidance and growth for each individual and
most importantly
priesthood stewardship
begin with ourself
Is it possible that because we have heard the
scriptures about the priesthood being responsible to
care for the needs of the widow and fatherless that
we are sitting back waiting for that to occur
if so
we should also remind ourselves of the lords admonition
to become self reliant actually this does not have to
0

1
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work
principles
of
both
choice
these
ei
eitheror
theror
we
we
can for ourdo
well together
that
all
first
selves then seek assistance if it is still necessary
our attitude toward our circumstances and
others often influences their attitude toward us
however if we are willing to give service to others
friendship
f riend ship then we will
to reach out with a hand of riendship
more
eventually receive in kind we will also ffeel
eel
comfortable receiving help when it is offered or

be an

needed

part of the ward
single mother told the following account of
become a

A

her experience

first
following my divorce

when 1I

moved

into

a new

community

my
alone
all
grandparents
children were staying at their new
apartment
while 1I was getting settled in a
and a new job
the first sunday 1I was there
1I felt particularly blessed
was fast sunday
because of the direction and help 1I received
many
from the lord over the preceding month
events had occurred which were a witness to
me of how willing the lord is to answer
personal prayers 1I felt particularly humble
and grateful 1I hesitantly
ihesitantly took the opportunity
to bear my testimony in the new ward
in my
testimony 1I expressed my eagerness to serve
and expressed appreciation for the assistance
1I had received from the elders quorum
in
short 1I opened myself up to not only receive
love but also to give it
from that time
forward the ward members enveloped me with a
caring 1I had not known before
this ward became my family my support and
foundation for feeling the confidence needed
to utilize its family resources such as
emotional support counseling legal advice
car repairs gardening advice health blessings
etc however 1I made it a point as much as
1I

was
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possible

to

do

all that

1I

could for myself

before asking for assistance when assistance
was given as in the case of car or household
repairs 1I took the opportunity to learn
about it so that in the future 1I might be
able to do the repairs myself alsor
also whenever
aiso
service was rendered 1I would express my
appreciation and then follow up with a fresh
loaf of bread or cookies letting my children
help me of course
for example consider the proper use of home
teachers most home teachers desire to be
helpful but many of them dont really know
what to do or say other than
call me if 1I
can do anything for you
when home teachers
were assigned to us 1I trained them by
telling them what our needs were 1I told them
how much 1I appreciated and needed them and
the priesthood in our
that they represented
home and how we looked to them for an example
1I informed them that we would be calling on
them for health blessings school blessings
As a result
our
and emergency blessings
home teachers became a very meaningful part
they would take my son on the
of our lives
father and son outings and my daughter to
father and daughter parties they along
with their families participated with our
family in picnics and outdoor activities
one home teacher even shared part of his
garden plot with us
another home teacher
used to take my son fishing with him
of course not all home teachers were equally
during these times we turned to
committed
others with whom we had developed a good
relationship from all this we found that
the bonds of love are developed more deeply
when we make opportunities to serve one
another
service projects
single parent families should not consider
themselves exempt from having the blessings of service
there is nothing quite like the invigorating freshness
of early morning air while picking cherries or apples
re
along with the ward members at the church welfare
welfa

belfa
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important is the comra
comraderie
derie our children
developed with other ward members while learning to
serve the lord when service and enjoyment are paired
together they develop a healthy attitude toward work
farm

more

other opportunities to serve are constantly available
if we just make ourselves aware of them

ties

obedience
participation in church meetings social activigenealogy temple work emergency preparedness

etc are available to all members
our lives are blessed in proportion to
of the church
the light and truth we obey
there is no justification for not implementing
the gospel in our lives we tend to make time for what
is important to us true we usually need to adjust our
lifestyles but the eternal and temporal rewards are
family preparedness

worth

it

are diligent in our desire to implement
ways
we
e
to
f
find
will
the gospel into our every day ilfe
ind
life
do so
consider the following suggested schedule of

if

we

lif

activities
daily

weekly

prayer

personal and family
scripture study personal and family
journal writing
family home evening
family council
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church attendance

fulfilling

as signa
church assignments
signm ants
ents

acts of service
monthly

temple attendance and genealogy

interviews with children
payment of

tithes

family preparedness evaluationandgoals
evaluation and goals
visiting teaching or home teaching

yearly

tithing settlement
budget etc

a

ward

years

supply of food

emergency preparedness missionary

opportunitiesactivationfellowship
these are merely the observable behaviors of
living the gospel but the real living of the gospel
occurs within ourselves
much
as
is
felt as it is
it
seen
it radiates from our countenance and cannot be
imitated or contrived it is simply a matter of becoming
what we believe

and why not

we

are anyway

the aim is to make our actions and our feelings
congruent
the goal is to identify principles to live
by and then implement them in our lives
to do this
we should remember to utilize the resources available
within our own family immediate intermediate ward
stake
0

0
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checklist
below are listed several statements that apply
to the material you have just read ponder each of the
statements to evaluate how you may be doing
1
do 1I teach my children how to
depend on their heavenly father
2
what methods do 1I use to instill
gospel principles in my children
3
how do 1I seek inspiration to
ze and utilizeteaching
recognize
recogni
recagni
utilize teaching
I1

appropriately
4
what does a picture of the
savior andor a picture of a
temple in our home represent
for some you may want to reevaluate priorities
and possibly establish some new goals
for additional
help you may want to refer to these items listed below
curtis L R parables for teaching salt lake
city bookcraft 1981
johnson S
spiritually centered motherhood salt
lake city bookcraft 1983
A scriptural training
A gold medal family
mcbride G
orem
program for raising children
nobel
publishing 1981
doing
handy families are do
happy
what haddy
stephen E
smith J
salt lake city deseret book 1981
moments
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music by
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janeen brady

tabernacle choir
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